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There Are Bom6s In Your Barn
There Are Guns In Your Garrett
Pour It On sErn--With Your Junk





•d Friday; Rural Can-
vass Nets 4,000 Lbs.
f Scrap Daily
sth an above 
average display
cerity and cooperation,
ton's salvage campaign de-
to put every pound of
metal, rubber, hemp rope,
burlap and kitchen fats
into. the fight against the
got off to a smooth start
v.
W. Gowin directed the
icipal collection. He rounded
24 men and about 42 Boy
s to ring every doorbell in
ind make a personal plea
.1e. The Scouts took ord-
m Alton Templeton.
town was divided into
of about 10 blocks each.
,1 every description was
-i from basements, ..back-
nd alleys and piled close
streets in reach of WPA
n who followed Satur-
C. F. Nichols had no
.ving donated it previous-
he gave two old guns,
the Civil War and
American War. Another
elan gave golf clubs
:s Pearl Hawthorne do-
-,,mebody's collection of
-do. A South Jefferson,
:•esident donated a refrig-
and many gave water
-acks they could use and
:tides "to help the boys
wan"
.‘.-ell county's campaign,
d Monday, is progressing
-ibly. L. C. Lisman, WPA
:. said. Pledges by farm-
•:-age 4,000 pounds a day.
• helping in the Prince-
paign were Al Thomas
Gordon Lisanby, Alton
• toe, M. J. Handy, Joe
A. Horn, J. A.
Merle Drain, Rev. John
D. Armstrong, Morgan
Home, Herron's Service
. C. W. Gowin, Billy Mc-
Claude Wood, N. B.
n, Burl Hollowell, Saul
ky, Gus Deen, Sam Jones,
McConnell, Charles




• C. Haydon will attend
..:.nual meeting of the Ken-
y Medical Association in
ville, September 28, 29, 30
October 1, as delegate from
local medical organization,
announced this week.
Comm. Dr. Kenneth L.
U. S. Navy, is alternate
anteers For Service
rschel Bright, Princeton,
teereid for Army service
ay. He passed screen ex-
eon and will be sent to
,nsville induction center




has been hired as assistant chief
engineer at National Broadcast-
ing Company's main studio in
Chicago. He is also attending
Northwestern University. Cava-




When Hit By Rail-
road Car
Raleigh Parsley, 34-year-old
resident of Friendship com-
munity, was seriously injured
late Thursday night when he
was crushed between a railroad
car and a loading chute while
working at Cedar Bluff Quarry.
He suffered internal injuries,
several broken ribs and body
bruises.
He was brought to Princeton
Hospital, treated by Dr. G. Clay
McClain, and later transferred
to Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hop-
kinsville, for a blood transfusion.
Parsley has a wife and five
children. He was slightly im-




Have Same Body Scars
Ray and Roy Green, Fredonia
twins who are as much alike as
two 60-watt light bulbs and
who drew consecutive draft ord-
er numbers, have joined the
Navy.
When the good looking, husky
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Walter W.






sides. They go to
September 18.
In this area the last week
Navy recruiters have signed up
a set of brothers, a father and
son, two first cousins and the
twins. Carey Wilson Burchett
and Elwood Saddler also joined
the Bluejackets here Tuesday.
Election Commissioners
Reappointed In Caldwell
Floyd Young, Democrat, and
Walter Perry, Republican, have
been reappointed Caldwell coun-
ty election commissioners, it 
was
announced today by authorities




°tally Changed In Month
demands of the Nation's
U forces and war industries
robbing the community of




to residents of this com-
a variety of influences
Within the last month, al-
completely changed person-
the staff of Princeton
wer than eight nurses
custodian have left the
nospital and only the sup-
tendent, Mrs. 1. B. Tanner;
Madge Boetler, head nurse.
Mrs. Charlie Guess, trained
remain as "old timers".
A' nurses, all trainees, are
Misses Katherine West and Me
rle
Hall, Dawson Springs; 
Nora
Belle Edrington and Bobbie 
Wat-
son, Princeton.
Of the nurses who have 
left
recently, Mrs. William Egb
ert
is doing private nursin
g, Mrs.
Ann Harper returned to 
Hop-
kinsville, where she is emplo
yed
at Western State Hospit
al; Miss
Nell Rose Smith resign
ed, Miss
Bernice Edrington married, 
Mrs.
George Smiley, Jr., is working
 in
a Chicago hospital, 
Wilma Pilaut
is working at the 
Hosiery Mill,
Mrs. Frances Thomas a
nd Mrs.
Clay Scott resigned to 
keep
house and Custodian 
Owen






Cadiz First Foes As




With a half-squad of new
faces, a hard driving, experienc-
ed backfield and a green line
that has done little besides re-
port for practise so far, Butler
High School will inaugurate its
1942 football season Friday at
Cadiz, against Trigg County
High, beaten 39 to 0 last week
by Mayfield.
Coach Cliff Cox said Tuesday
his boys were shaping up "as
well as could be expected" but
that he ,as without a proven
punter or sure passer. Butler's
chief backfielders, Billy Lowry,
Rumsey Taylor, R. J. Kern, Rut
Patterson and Cecil Coleman—
run, block and maneuver brill-
iantly but belong in the grand-
stand on punts and passes.
They've been drilling daily,
Cox said, and by midseason may
develop into good airmen. The
backfield can take Rare of itself
in most any competiton, he said.
Time will tell about the line,
which is fairly heavy but is
likely to do one thing as another,.
he indicated.
Jimmy Pickens, backfield man
being groomed for guard; Gene
Young, 200-pound tackle in his
second grid year; Loftus Jones,
Pete Russell, Bob Rich, Jimmy
Creekmur and Captain Fizz
Lewis shape up as regular line-
men so far. Captain Lewis and
Pickens are likely to shine
brightest, due to their exper-
ience.
The squad includes Taylor,
Kern, Patterson, Coleman, Pick-
ens, Young, Lewis, Jones, Rus-
sell, Rich, Creekmur, James
Cavanah, Noah Gray, Jerry
Bronson, Billy Watson, John O'-
Malley, Albert O'Malley, Labe
Hogan, Kenneth Martin, Coy
Howton, Homer Witherspoon,
Jimmy Witherspoon, Johnny
Moss, Hollowell, Lowry, Jones,
Ralph Glass, Otho Wood Leon-
ard, Creekmur and W. G. Smith.
Tiny Crisp and Dugan McCon-
nell are managers.
A small crowd is expected at
Cadiz due to an afternoon sched-




Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cash, the
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Denton and
their son, Jerry, attended the
annual meeting of Methodist
Board of Publications at Edge-
water Beach Hotel, Chicago, last
week. Doctor Cash is one of 52
members of the board from the
Nation. The publications authori-
ties resolved to support "by
prayer and act employes now in
the armed forces and forceful
prosecution of this war as the




‘,Little Marilyn Trader, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Leona Trader, Cir-
cuit Court Clerk, received a
fractured shoulder Monday af-
ternoon while riding a pony near
Dalton, where she was visiting
relatives. She was treated at
the Princeton Hospital and dis-






Miss Dixie Mae Harris, sales-
girl at Goldnamers for the last
five years, has accepted a posi-
tion with Southern Bell Tele-
phone Company at Morganfield.
Miss Harris came here about
seven years ago from Nebo as
Butler High School recreation
director.
r. B. T. Daum returned from
Cenersville, Ind., today where
he has been since Monday.
Bright-Eyed Beauty
-
This bright-eyed little beauty
is Mecia Fay Oliver, 20-months-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.




If Hitler is around to start
another war about 20 years
hence, Princeton and Caldwell
county will furnish enough sold-
iers to open a second front . . .
providing the Stork stays as
busy hereabouts as he was the
last week. News of 24 births is
reported herewith, and The
Leader congratulates:
Mr. and Mrs. Euell Sweeney,
Rose St., on the birth of a son.
September 4, at the Princeton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sharp,
Route 3, Princeton, ,on the birth
of a daughter, tliranda Sue,
September 13, at Ste Princeton
Hospital.
Mr. aind Mrs. Dewey Sigler,
Marion, Route 5, on the birth of
a son, August 21. He has been
named James Carlisle.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel! Lamb,
Route 3, Dawson Springs, on
the birth of a son. August 21.
He has beer; named James
Lowrie.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. John-
son, Princeton, on the birth of
a son, Larry Paul, September 3.
Continued on Society Page
DULANEY MAN'S SOW
DOES BEST TO SPEED
VICTORY, HAS 77 PIGS
Since war ,started, Cald-
well has recognized "pa-
triotic" feats of horses, chick-
ens, dogs and cows, in addi-
tion to soldiers and citizens
contributing to the National
fight against the Axis.
And now Ernest Sell, Du-
laney, claims a patriotic hog.
In the face of a meat short-
age the Duroc Jersey sow
gave birth to 17 pigs, more
than twice as many as the
usual litter.




Zone locating offices for the
State Highway Department in
Princeton, Elizabethtown and
Bowling Green have been con-
solidated at Bowling Green. Em-
ployes here affected by the
change are P. F. Stewart, E. P.
Abler, J. U. Berry, Blanton
Childress and T. B. McConnell,
Jr. The consolidation is ex-




Clayton Hunter, supervisor of
recreation at Gilbertsville Dam,
will speak to the Princeton Ki-
wanis Club today on "Fishing In
the Great Lakes of the South,"
or this area's possibilities when
thEy TVA dam is finished.
tsiting Chicago Market
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred left
ltkonday night for Chicago, where
she will buy fall and winter
merchandise for the Eldred Hard-
ware store. She will return
Thursday.
September Draft
To Take 82 More
Men From County




Increased above all previous
quotas as the Nation prepares
for offensive and a second front,
Caldwell county's September
Army contingent will include 70
white men and 12 Negroes, it
was announced Wednesday:
Nearest approach to this
month's quota was in August,
when 78 men were sent to
Evansville for final examina-
tions. Officials say 1942 quotas
will continue to increase.
September's group will be
drafted from original 3-A's, re-
classified 1-B's and the small
number of remaining registrants
who were placed in 1-A im-
mediately after signing up.
Those to be inducted near the
last of the month are: Rufus Lee
Boaz, Veldon Charnbliss, Orbie
_Lee Sullivan, Eugene Babb,
Orville Lacy, Malcolm Everett
Cummins, Ira Zelna Lewis,
Richard Dudley McAlister, Wil-
liam Scott Ferrell, John Talley
Baker, Harold V. Lloyd, Ray-
mond Cash Brown, Jimmie Earl
Williams, William Groom Mc-
Connell, Orbie James Johnson,
Edwin Morrow Chambliss, John_
Please turn to Page 10
OAR Veteran On
Another Long Trip
R. T. Barrett Attends
Civil War Encampment
In Indiana
R. T. Barrett, Caldwell coun-
ty's only living veteran of the
Civil War, who will be 96 in
November, is off again on anoth-
er long trip, attending the 76th
encampment of the Grand Army
of the Republic at Indianapolis,
Ind., September 13-18.
When remnants of the 1865
Northern army break camp to-.
morrow, Mr. Barrett will travel
to Springfield, Ill., to see the
Lincoln Shrine, GAR headquart-
ers and other points of interest.
He is accompanied by his grand-
daughter, Mrs. Stinebaugh, of
Dulaney.
Mr. Barrett often takes long
trips. Occasionally he goes to
California or Chicago or any
other place he wants to see. He
also "oversees" operation of a
large farm run by his son.
Princeton Boy Is
Biggest Bond Buyer
Edwin Beckner, former Prince-
ton boy and Butler High
School athlete, was the largest
"across the counter" War Bond
buyer last week at Louisiana
Ordnance Plant, according to
Louisiana Victory, a tabloid pub-
lished by ordnance employes. He
bought $700 worth. Beckner left
here about a year ago. He was
formerly employed at Glover's




Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Pace,
Dyersburg, Tenn., visited Mr.
and Mrs. John Bonner' Maxwell
here Tuesday. Mr. Pace attended
old Princeton Collegiate Insti-
tute 50 years ago and is rememb-
ered by many of the older citi-
zens.
UtØ To Address Rotary
Members Tuesday
Judge Francis Utley, Eddy-
ville, is scheduled to address the
Princeton Rotary Club at next
Tuesday's meeting. The Rev. E.
S. Denton, pastor of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church,
spoke to the club about "Friend-
ship" at the last meeting.
Big Boy Now
Robert Lee Stanley, 4-year-old





At Lack Of Complacen-
cy In Princeton
"Compared with many places
I've been, you'd think Princeton
was within shooting distance of
the action," C. F. Allen, son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0: E. Allen and
chief petty officer with almost
20 years' Navy experience in-
cluding his share of actual war
service, said Tuesday while on
a visit with his parents here.
"There is no complacency
here," he said. "People seem to
be wide awake and aware of
how serious things are. In
many towns, even coast stations,
the war hasn't affected life as
much as it has here."
"I admire the large number of
service flags Princetonians have
posted. When mothers, fathers
and others of a service man's
hometown get upset when he
leaves, things become serious,"
he said.
Chief Allen is an electrician.
He joined the Navy in 1923, and
except for a two-month period
after his first cruise has never
been out of the Navy. He can
talk for hours and never men-
tion one incident to indicate he
has seen anything of the war.
But chief Allen has been around
and when he expressed admira-
tion for Princeton's war spirit,
he wasn't kidding.
His parents have another son
with 15 years' Navy experience
and a third with almost 2 years
service in the Army.
Civilian Defense Leaders To
Hold Meeting Friday Night
Department heads of the local
civilian defense organization and
all ex-service men are asked to
meet in the basement of Ken-
tucky Utilities Building Friday
night at 7:30, Leo Walker, Prince-
ton CD leader said Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hylo Mohon
have returned from a two week's
visit in Jacksonville, Fla., where
they were the guests of their






Morgan and Lacy Get
Promise From J. Lyter
Donaldson
Princeton's Main street,
from Franklin street to the
western city limit, will be
taken over by the State
Highway Department for
maintenance . . . the first
such project to be designated
under an act of the 1942
Legislature, Mayor W. L.
Cash reported Wednesday
upon his return from a con-
ference with Highway Com-
missioner J. Lyter Donaldson
and Chief Engineer Tom H.
Cutler, at Frankfort.
Councilmen J. H. Morgan
and Conway Lacy accompan-
ied the mayor and pledged
cooperation in passage of
necessary enabling city or-
dinances.
The State Highway De-
partment also will maintain
the portion of U. S. 62 pass-
ing through Princeton, the
local delegation was assured.
Main street is part of State
Highway No. 91, and bears
heavy through traffic, con-





peal To Grads For Old
Instruments
About 30 beginning musicians
at Eastside Grade School joined
Kendall Bryant's Butler Band
this year.
New instruments are out, be-
cause of the war, but they hoped
to find second hand horns. They
failed but are making a last ef-
fort by appealing to former
bandmen to sell, them their stor-
ed instruments.
Director Bryant said Tuesday
night anybody with a fairly
good used instrument could make
a quick sale by bringing it to
his Butler classroom.
The band will make one road
trip this year if a transportation
can be arranged, to play at the
Paducah-Princeton game, in
October, under sponsorship of
Band-Parents' Club.
100 Caldwell Farmers
Take Out AAA Insurance
About 100 Caldwell farmers took
out AAA crop insurance against
insect, drought, plant disease,
wind, fire, winter kill, hail and
similar losses on their 1943-44
and 45 crops, Mrs. Clifton Pruett,
AAA secretary said Wednesday.
She said also that AAA com-
mitteemen would be at the office
in the courthouse Saturdays and
Mondays during September to
aid farmers in filling out their
1943 farm production programs.
Bean Bowl Trimmers May
Return As Barbers Migrate
The old fashioned bean bowl
which amateur barbers used to
measure haircuts with back
when going to town for a trim
was considered highbrow will
move back into the limelight
here soon if the barber situa-
tion gets much worse.
Last winter 16 barbers in
seven shops served Princeton
and Caldwell county. Now all
but six men have answered the
lure of high paying war jobs,
the armed service or have gone
to Army camps to cut hair
where every trim is the same
and customers aren't finicky.
Princeton now has twelve
vacant barber chairs and it is
the rule to see a shop bench
full of men waiting for a lone
barber to get around to them.
Approximately 7,000 persons
here and in the county need
haircuts every two weeks and
each barber here has 1,116 heads
to trim in that length of time.
Broken down, each barber's
quota is a head every five min-
utes and that's a pretty fast clip.
Migrating barbers have caused
two shops to close entirely. Ar-
thur Dearing, proprietor of a
popular Mainstreet shop was in-
ducted into the Army Wednes-
day after losing all his help
this summer. Midway Barber
Shop on Harrison street fold-
ed up for lack of help two weeks
(Please turn to Page 10)








PUBLISHEO EVERY THURSDAY AFTERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY DOROTHY ANN DAVIS WILLIAM RAY POWELL
Editor and Publisher Advertising Manager Associate Editor 
Entered as second class matter at Princeton, Ky., under the Act of Congress of March 6, 
1879.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS—The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to 
dispatches
credited to it, or not otherwise credited to this paper, and also the local news published herein.




Would you bind the wounds of a United
Nations soldier if the fighting occurred
close enough to your home to put wounded
and dying men in your orbit? Of course you
would! You'd use your Sunday shirt, if
necessary. Or your husband's Sunday shirt,
maybe. ; but you'd get the wound bahdaged
as well as you were able and as speedily.
Women of this community have an op-
portunity today, here and now, to help bind
the wounds, as yet not received, of many
thousands of valiant fighting men who
shortly will be hurled into the carnage to
make a second front in Europe, to humble
Hitler, to preserve what has been our way
of life.
The bandage project here, altho directed
efficiently and aided by some of the best and
most patriotic women of the community,
has not as yet received the support it de-
serves . . . Not enough women have volun-
teered to make the very large number of
wrappings for wounds assigned as the quota
here. No labor could be more humane, none
more important. The appeal for more work-
ers is sounded again this week. Women of
Princeton, here is a challenge worthy of




The president has approved recommenda-
tions of the Baruch-Conant-Compton speci-
al rubber committee and very soon we are to
get only about four gallons of gas a week
to keep us from driving more than is ab-
solutely necessary. Leon Henderson pleads
for immediate voluntary observance of
restrictions to be imposed when rationing
coupon books are ready, declaring that every
day we drive a billion unnecessary miles of
rubber off our tires.
And virtually every good citizen, who
realizes now that we are in a death struggle
for our very existence, approves the find-
ings of the committee, is glad the rubber
mess is about to be cleaned up.
But there is more to the problem than
appears on the surface, and the huge task
of enforcing gasoline restrictions looms as
one in which policing will of necessity play
an important part.
The committee's findings do not shock us
much but the waste we see on every road
we travel does. No rubber will be saved,
in many instances, even tho drivers are
limited -to four gallons of gas a week, un-
less many motorists are prevented from
speeding and from scraping rubber off their
tires in reckless and foolish handling of
their cars. Nor, for that matter, can we see
how the war effort will be greatly aided by
this new program unless the government
obtains rubber it needs for armed forces
and war industries by confiscating tires
from many who do not actually need them.
If driving to work is an essential use of
tires . . . and virtually all of us have to con-
sider it so, rationing of gasoline will not re-
duce automobile travel enough to conserve
any appreciable amount of rubber, as has
been demonstrated in the East. On the other
hand, if the use of the automobile for every-
day transportation is not regarded as es-
sential and all workers in big towns are
thrown on streetcars and busses, we are
very likely to witness so" much confusion
and loss of time from necessary jobs as to
almost paralyze the industrial war effort.
If we are willing to give up our sons, our
brothers, our husbands for freedom it is a
cinch we can do without our tires. But it
is not indicated the government plans to
take the rubber it needs to win the war via
this new rationing plan. It is now evident
only that Uncle Sam is forcing all motorists
to a realization of the full implications of
war by limiting the amount of gasoline
they may buy.
Ready For Winter?
The answer to that question will be found
in your coal bin; so take a look.
Home owners are being strongly urged
to put in winter's coal supply now. When
cold weather rolls around it may be ex-
tremely ,difficult to get coal necessary to
keep your home warm. So in self-protection
you'd better order a sufficient supply im-
mediately.
The Nation's war program is placing a
great strain on transportation facilities and
production abilities .of railroads and mines.
Every freight car that can be spared is
being used to transport necessary way ma-
terials and fighting equipment. Mines are
turning out thousands of tons of coal each
week, but much of it is needed to keep
war factories running.
It cannot be expected that this condition
will be relieved; if anything, demands of
the war program will become greater and
wheels of production begin to turn even
faster .
Every home owner can help in this pro-
gram, and at the same time he will be as-
suring himself of an adequate heat sup-
ply this winter. So order the coal necessary
to keep your home warm now. It won't in-
crease your heating bill by one cent if you
put in the necessary supply now. On the
other hand, by delaying, you may have to
pay more for coal later on.
And cold living quarters are not conducive
to good health. There is no economy in sav-
ing on heating bills and paying out double
in doctors' bills. For health's sake and com-
fort's sake, order the coal you'll need to
keep your house warm now.
The British Prime Minister, who is First
Lord of the Treasury, receives a salary of
10,000 pounds a years.
Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell, chief of staff
under Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, is a
native of Florida.
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Russia developed the oil out-put of Baku,
Caspian seaport, from 9 million tons in
1920 to 30 million tons in 1940.
Manhattan
Blonde On A Horse
By George Tucker
Wide World Features
New York—This is Vnanhattan. A moun-
ted cop in Central Park sees another horse
coming at a clip that is better than fast,
and on that horse a blonde who some-
what less than nonchalant.
So he gets himself set and he stops that
horse, and when the girl grins he bawls,
"who taught you to ride ?"
"Will Rogers," the blonde said. He did too.
She was Paula Stone, back in town for a re-
vival of "You Can't Take It With You."
Will used to spend a lot of time out at Fred
Stone's place on Lorig Island, where he tau-
ght all the kids to ride.
Of course, Paula could have slipped a little
since then.
Titles mean next to nothing. I tnean, they
are like mercury. You have a hard time pin-
ning them down, and holding onto them.
Take "The Wind and the Rain." That was
the autobiography of one of the best news-
paper men England ever produced—Thomas
Burke. You'd think that the title would be
his, but it wasn't. Along came somebody and
wrote a musical comedy called "The Wind
and the Rain."
Take Carl Carmer, who wrote a book and
called it "Stars Fell on Alabama." It wasn't
a week after the book became a hit that a
song writer had a song by the same title.
Once while Carmer was attending a theater
a man came out on the stage and said "I'd
like you to meet the man who wrote 'Stars
Fell on Alabama," and before Carmer could
swallow his surprise a musician bobbed up
and took a bow.
I see where Lou Walters is about too go
into rehersals with a new musical called
"Spice of Life." . . Not that it matters,but
once before there was a show called "Spice
of Life." . . . Titles, it seems, mean ab-
solutely nothing. They belong to anybody
who uses them.
With pop songs, the title is usually the
"clutch" line of the lyric. With a book a
title occasionally is ambiguous. With the
movies they seldom mean anything at all.
They are put there only to snare attention.
Marjorie Knapp:
She's the seventeen-year-old singing star
of "Star and Garter," that opus of the bur-
lesque mold with Gypsy Rose Lee that has
scored for Michael Todd.
Ask her how long she's been in show
business and she'll tell you 15 years. Her
debut was made at the age of two, poised
in the strong right hand of Gus Edwards
She weighed 36 pounds, she recalls, and was
a heller at the Charleston. "I could even
sing and play the sax," she says.



















Australian troops were reported to have checked a Japanese advance toward Port Moresby, New
Guinea, though fierce fighting still was raging in the Owen Stanley mountains in the Efogi area.
Broken lines indicate the route of enemy attack. —AP Telemat
PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
It was a pleasure last week and the
week before to publish letters-to-the-
editor. Pennyriler is concerned with
having The Leader read, not with
having his personal writings, in this or
the editorial columns, agreed with. If
we stick our neck out and rile some
folks, they can always have their say
in The Leader's columns, free of
charge.
Purpose of this reporter is to boost
and benefit Princeton, Caldwell Coun-
ty and the whole community first,
last and often. If I express ideas here
or in the columns to the left with
which you differ, write a letter; but
don't get too peeved at the editor; who
after all, writes for the many, not for
or against the few.
tb,
It has been suggested Pennyriler
ought to make a daily of The Leader
. . . Well, (his is my long-time, smold-
ering ambition; but times and signs
are not right. Probably be lucky to
survive war as a weekly, without too
much sacrifice of present standards,
which this year won The Leader sev-
eral prizes in Kentucky Press Associa-
tion contests.
Rumor heard in Louisville last week-
end: Rhodes K. Myers will announce
his candidacy for Democratic gub-
ernatoria‘l nomination soon after the
November election, with Gen. Fred
Miles and Ben Collings, Louisville, re-
ported ready to angel for him, fin-
ancially.
The ladies, 'tis said, will not be very
hot for Rhodes . . . who has promised
his recent bride (No. 3) she shall live
in. the Governor's Mansion, according
to Bowling Green report. If war is
still in progress next summer, women's
votes will be potent factor in primary.
This is going to be the "Earliest
Christmas" ever . . . Meaning that
holiday buying is going to start in
October, according to trade analysists
who watch trends. Christmas mailing
to .men overseas is deadlined at Oct-
ober 20.
US Postoffice expects presents for
men in camps on this side to increase
holiday mail shipments 20 to 30 per-
cent . . . All domestic Christmas
parcels should be sent in time to reach
destinations by December 15. The Na-
tion's retailers already are organizing
to ballyhoo for early shopping to ease
peak weeks of their busiest year. A
word to the wise . . .
Pennyriler's favorite reading is col-
umns, those of country newspaper ed-
itors especially . . . Hence, regret is
felt over absence of widely read "Just
a Minute Please", from Danville Ad-
vocate. Col. Vernon Richardson, and
his kindly, boosting column have done
much for Danville and tis News-
paper, past and present.
The Leader has been running a
series of "Write 'Em a Letter" car-
toons, sponsored by the Elks' lodge,
urging folks to perform this import-
By G.M.P
ant morale aiding function. Comes
now a little poem, Prom a recent issue
of the El Paso, Texas, Times, sent by
the Rev. E. E. Diggs, former pastor
of the Central Presbyterian Church
here, now minister of the Altura
Presbyterian Church, El Paso. It has
a strong pull on the heart-strings, is
reprinted here as a reminder that we
all owe letters to our soldiers. The
poem:
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PLEA OF A LONELY SOLDIER
I'm just a lad of twenty-two,
To God and Country I am true.
I'm in the Army now, you see,
Wishing someone would write to me,
But all my wishing's been in vain,
And my lonely heart is in pain.
For I have no friends or family—
So won't someone please write to me?
I pray to God most every day,
That some new friend will come my
way.
I hope my prayers have been heard
And some of you will send a word.
So write a letter if you can,
To this poor lonely sort of man,
'Twig make me happy as can be.
So worOf someone please write to me?
I'll answer every letter, too,
And all my writings will be true—
To all of you I'll be a friend,
Loyal and true until the end.
So please write now, and don't be
slow,
For I am lonely, don't you know.
So won't someone please hear my plea,
And send a letter here to me?
A Kanasas City businessman is com-
plaining of difficulties he is having
with some of the new and inex-
perienced stenographers the war has
thrust upon him. "I dictated a letter
yesterday," he said, "in which I re-
marked that So-and-So didn't know
anything more of what he was talk-
ing about than Adam's off ox. The
stenographer wrote, 'than Adams and
fox'."—(Contributed)
War, 24 Years Ago
(From our September 17, 1918 files)
The Nation will send 182,000 men
qualified for general military service
to camps between now and October,
it was announced today at Washing-
ton. Kentucky will contribute 7,483
men to the cause.
President Wilson said emphatically
yesterday the United States will flat-
ly *reject the terms of the Austro-
Hungarian Peace offer. "The United
States has already made plain its
terms, he said, and it will not accept
any other."
,he Geaigo Infantry attempted to
attack the 7rnieFicans west of Moselle
Tuesday afternoon but were driven
back , by artillery fire. After the
American big guns threw a terrific
barrage into that area, observers re-
ported no living Germans were in
that region today. But a large number
of dead were still lying about.
Washington Daybook
Air Aces By Magic
By Jack Stinnett
Wide World Features
Washington—Without fear of con.
tradiction from the Army, Navy or
war industries, it may be said flatly
that the Civil Air Patrol is hanging
up the most remarkable record of
any of the civilan defense groups.
There, now are nearly. 59,000 volun-
teers in the CAP; Probably close to
15,000 planes; perhaps 30,000 pilots and
almost an equal number of mechanics,
radio engerineers. and sundry office
and air base ground 'workers. Their
story can't be half told until this war
is over. Wartime censorship has the
CAP coastal patrol wrapped in c. As
A dozen other phases of CAP activity
are behind the veil of secrecy—but the
stories that can be written are ex-
citing enough.
CAP pilots are more completly ''on
the record" than those in the military
air forces. Their cards on file here in
Washington are masterpieces of indivi-
dual case histories. There is hardly a
thing in their professional. amateur,
public and private lives that is over-
looked. Their records go into one of
those incomprehensible sorting mac.
chines. • ,
The other day, the Army called Maj.
Earle L. Johnson, CAP national com-
mander. "We need," said the general,
"30 pilots between 35 and 45 who can
fly twin-motored planes, have had 2,000
hours in the air, and are willing to
serve somewhere in the Orient."
Major Johnson passed the word
along. The keys of tlit• magic sort.
ing machine were punched and out
came more than 400 CAP Pilots
who filled the bill. The Major 
cal-
led the Army back. The 
general
said simply: "Pick 30: enlist 
them
as captains and wire me for 
orders
and transporation."
That request of the CAP was all
tailwind and a yard wide. Take 
the
one, for example, that came 
through
recently for four pilots who 
had
more than 2,000 hours in the 
air,
could fly twin moter planes an
amphibians, and could speak 
Spanis
fluently. The sorting machine 
did
work and up came 18. The four 
pits
are now serving somewhere 
south 0
the Rio Grande."
Major Johnson likes to 
chuckl
over the request he got from 
on




we have a chaplin. We are 
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tly on the move. Do you 
think°
could find us a 'flying 
parson?'
The CAP gave him his 
choice 0
14 "sky piolits"—fourteen 
min's 
in the
who could play tag-along
own planes from Australia 
to Ice
land and never mist' a prayer "wet
ing.
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vaults of Egyptians 
thousands 0
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WROTE TO you thre
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last month but 
censors
all the letters 
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.




what wasn't going on. 
We
e everything 
you say just the
site and imagine
 what's
pening in Princeton. 
Army
down here in (CENS
ORED)
fine. The weather is 
(CEN-
RED) and yesterday we
 saw
NSORED) . . (One thing
of Joe and me .. . W
e never
anything in our letters that
to be censored.)
 V—
IS IS THE LAST gossip
re gonna tell you. You might
•.rell start finding it out for
'self . . . There's a funny
going around here about
•.,y all Princeton thought
,s1 wear a skirt who was
to a camp in Texas . . .
fficer gave him an order
Princetonin thought was
so when Gold Braid turned
- .ick the local hero curtsied
., aved him a sweet bye-bye.
Brass Buttons turned
.hd in the middle of the
• y gesture and the big Cald-
kid is still in the. guard
wondering whether there's
• Army humor . . . Another
le tells about Billy Brown be-
teased so much about his
St girl friend he lost 20 of his
5 pounds in less than a month.
We also hear Judy Cum-
has promised Buddy Brown
wait and is wearing a
Welfare Worker Slain
•
Neil Pietrangeli (above), 25,
of Kenosha, Wis., a welfare
worker, was found fatally
wounded in a wooded area near
Tomah, Wis. Dorothy Baun, 32,
her companion, was found near-
by. She also had been shot, and
died of wounds before reaching
a hospital. —AP Telemat
sparkler . . . We often wonder
about Rufus Boaz and Nancy
Catlett,
ADD CAMP TALK . . Critt
Lowry and Elibble Crittenden of
West Tennessee are much in
love and apt to do a double "I
Do" when he finishes his edju-
cation at Vandy . . . She must
be a beauty from the talk and
seems Crit is too dumb to ever
be a doctor if he lets her so . . .
Shugie Lester, Suzie Sparks,
Mary Nelle Farmer and others
from the little girls' ranks (When
we left home) are belles now . .
Without a miracle they'll be
wed when we come marching
back . . . We heard that when
Harry and Dotty Joiner married
they had plenty of trouble get-
ting license . . . They went to
Missouri and made three trips
back and forth across the mighty
Mississippi before ironing out
their trouble . . . The bridge
fee, we hear, was a dollar a
flight and on the last trip guards
waved and called them old
friends . . We dunno who is
leaving but a popular member
of a Main Street Department
store's personnel is about to
accept employment elsewhere.
. . . Paul Dorroh's name i
s
popular here . . . We think he's
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
Heavenly Visitor
Marion, July 17, 1903--In the
courtyard here is a 700-pound
meteor taken out by James
Henry and several ()Viers from
Grainger Field last v/bek. It is
said to be of fine quality cor-
bonate zinc and fell from
heavens 39 years ago on
the
the
Grainger farm coming through
the air like an immense shoot-
ing star and striking the earth
with a hizzing and sizzling
sound. It penetrated to a
depth of eight feet. It was seen
by several men working in the
field that spring day in 1864 and
they left their posts in haste and
wouldn't venture back for some-
time to see the celestial visitor.
It is rather oblong than round
and of a jagged uneven surface.
Odd "From God" Child
Dover, Tenn., July '16, 1903—
A child has been born to the
wife of Charles Scarbough near
here with a birthmark that is
causing considerable comment
and being viewed by scores of
people. On one side of the child's
legs can be seen a red heart ac-
a fine soljer to help us as much
as he has . . . Write and tell
us when Cliff Cox and Dorothy
Coleman announce their plans
V
WORD COMES THAT Cald-
well and Princeton is in the
middle of a salvage campaign.
We send the appreciation of
service men not only from
there but from tank town, hill
country and big city all over
that grand nation we're proud
to fight for . . . sincere efforts
there will give us the punch al-
ways out Marines showed on
Solomon Islands . . . Rememb-
er, if people at home neglect to
do their best for us we'll be in
band shape. And some who
could, with proper equipment,
come back alive will win a sad
cross-marked mound for his
part in the war . . . Its not
pleasant here . . . tho we jo
ke
and bear it smilingly becau
se
we know what we're fighti
ng
for. Princeton should And ever
y-
body ougiit to bay bonds 
and
stamps. When things are o
ke
at home we feel like our dre
ams







Here's how we can all h
elp . • .
HITLER 
and his gangster 
pals
must be crushed, o
r they
will destroy our way
 of life. The
fighting will be d
one by the
armies, navies and 
air forces of
the United Nations. 
But we civil-
* icms can 
help. We must help
.
How? By staying 
on the job.
By doing an 
honest day's work








our cars only wh
en we must. By
saving every cent,
 every dime,
every dollar, that 
we can and in-




We dare not forget 
even for a
moment that Dictator 
Hitler, with




press and radio, the 
life of every
individual, in all occupie
d Europe.
There is no personal 
freedom and
privilege. Wages are 
low. The









cannot exist under t
he National
Socialist form of gov
ernment. So
we must see to it 
that such gov-







toss which are the words "From
God". Some regard it as the near
approach of a second Messiah.
Confederate Reunion
Saratoga, July 31, 1903—Con-
federate veterans will remember
the reunion of fighters of the late
Civil War tomorrow at the spr-
ings here. Preparations are being
made for a grand time. It was
here the first blood of the war
between the states was spilled
and the memory will live long
in the hearts of those who took
part in the struggle.
Handsome Hack
Princeton, September 9, 1904—
A. L. Boaz, the liveryman, receiv-
ed his handsome new rubber
tired hack Tuesday. It is a nice
and easy running hack and will




home from church i na wagon
loaded with people was shot to-
day from ambush as result of an
old feud. The murderer escaped.
si Brass Band Organized
Princeton, Oct. 4, 1904—Last
Thursday night young men here
put their heads and shoulders to-
gether and organized a long-time
planned brass band. Members are
J. W. Hogan, F. G. Dudley, Ralz
F. Dorr, Frank U. Harris, Claude
Akin, 0. P. Rich, B. M. Stone,
R. L. Holloman, Will Moore, Lee
Castleberry, J. A. Orange, Ed
Dorr. J. H. Jenkins and Walter
Hogan. Ralz Dorr is president.
=.-.
•mme.•
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"I HAVE IT MABEL—LET'S W
RITE 'EM A LETTER!"
After Big Game
Princeton, November 8,1904—
the following sportsment went 
to
Mississippi on a hunting tri
p:
R. L. Wadlington, J. B. Leste
r,
Charlie Lindsey, Robert Vanner-
son, Dr. J. B. Wadlington, R
. H.
Akin, Will Jocob, Dr. P. R
.
Shelby and Charlie Cantrell. The
hunt will be out of Vicksbur
g
about 40 miles. They are 
after
big game but will shoot a
nything
from a bear to a coon.
Handsome Wagon
Princeton, Nov. 5, 1904—Th
e
new delivery wagon now i
n use
by Abe Koltinsky is a beaut
y.
It was made to order by a 
car-
riage company of St. Louis. Th
e plague in Athens by b
urning
(Continued on page six) arom
atics in great fires.
Page Three
Wife Preservers
To remove commercial ice
a spatula or long knife, 
dipped
cream from paper cartons, 
run
in warm water, around the sid
es
and thin quickly unmold the 
ice
cream onto a platter and ser
ve
as desired.
The ice cream will keep for
hours placed in the freezing tray
in the mechanical refrigerato
r.
Transfer the cream from the car-
ton to the tray, press it down 
to
fit, cover the waxed paper and
place in the freezing compart-
ment.
A sewing kit kept near your
ironing spot will save much
mending time. Have needles, as-
sorted threads, buttons, hooks
and eyes and buckles neatly
stored in a shallow box—a fish-
ing tackle box is excellent. The
repairs can be quickly made as
soon as "spotted."
A novel way to be always de-
lightfully fragrant is Geraldine
Fitzgerald's. She opens up the
seams of her suits, slips in a thin,
flat sachet bag and stitches up
the seams again.
Rayon hose should be thor-
oughly dried before worn. If
damp holes and runs are likely
to occur, so allow 86 hours for
drying. Do not handle the hose
when they are damp. Hang them
up carefully on a smooth surface
such as a towel rack and leave
them alone.
Acron, a Greek physician, is
reputed to have originated fumi-
gation in 473 B.C., halting a
Please Make Your Purchases Friday and
Saturday as Store will be closed Monday
on account religious Holiday.
They've Got Everything!
For comfort...one-piece heels
that don't rub or chafe. Soft
leather uppers that fit without
binding or"strangling." You can
count on FREE MOLDS de-
pendability, and economy, too!
All-leather construction even in
hidden parts make them wear
better and last longer. To keep
your mind on the job and off
your feet.,. get FREE MOLDS.
.2 Note the Special Construc-
tion and Features- This
Shoe will be :a
E- hard to get
E at any price
Buy Now While We
Have Them








MADE GOOD to MAKE
GOOD! Strong for workl 
STRONG
fabric, buttons, thread, 
pockets.
EXTRA STRONG reinforc•d con
struc-
tion all the way through. Y
ou tool
beat it,
midoel shrhiuse el this tá.
4, la the .41M
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Aid In War Work
500 Expected To En-
rol In 4-H Clothing and
Food Campaign
About 500 farm boys and girls
of Caldwell county, armed with
energy, knowledge and a will to
contribute to the war effort by
helping clothe and feed the Na-
tion, are expected to enroll in
4-H clubs this fall, County
Agent J. F. Graham said Tues-
day.
Mr. Graham and Miss Nancy
Scrugham, with cooperation of
Community. They will fit into
the school program and become
a feature of community educa-
tion.
All rural families will, be con-
tacted by mail and a visit made
to each school before clubs are
organized and every farm boy
and girl is urged to join, Mr.
Graham said..
Leroy Richardson In
Paducah I. C. Hospital
Leroy Richardson, local I. C.
engineer, left Sunday to enter
the I. C. Hospital in Paducah for
further treatment of a leg in-
jury he received from a fall last
summer. He is improving and is
'expected home within a few
days.
AAA To Furnish Farmers
With Rye and Vetch Seed
Caldwell farmers can now get
rye grass and vetch seed as an
AAA grant for a small cost, it
was announced Monday by Mrs.
Clifton Pruett. The seed is ex-
pected to arrive this week. Farm-
ers are asked to call at the AAA
office in the courthouse.
Housewives Must Apply
For Sugar By Saturday
Housewives who still want
home canning sugar permits
should apply at the Caldwell
Rationing Office by Saturday
or do without their allotments,
Bob Jacobs said Monday. He
said also about 40 certificates
are ready for persons applying
last month.
Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton ,have
returned from Ohio where they
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Pvt. Kelly Mitchell, brother
of Caldwell's first draftee went
to the Army last May. He is
now stationed in New Jersey.
Homemakers
Schedule
Three meetings of community
clubs and a quarterly session of
the Advisory Council are sched-
uled for Caldwell County home-
makers during the week of Sep-
tember tember 17-24. Community
club meetings will be held as
follows:
Hall, 2:30 p. m., Saturday, Sep-
tember 19, with Mrs. Joel Boit-
nott.
Bethany, 2:00 p. m., Wednes-
day, September 23, with Mrs.
Scott Herron.
Eddyville Road
Members and visitors of Eddy-
ville Road Homemakers Club
studied home nursing and cloth-
ing lessons at their meeting Fri-
day afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Charles Rowland. Mrs.
Henry Sevison, club chairman,
had charge of the meeting.
During the business session
members voted to buy war
stamps from the club treasury
each month, the stamps to be ap-
plied toward purchase of a bond.
Following the study program led
by Mrs. Lyman Kilgore, Mrs.
Arch Martin conducted the re-
creation period. The meeting
ended with group singing led by
Mrs. Sevison.
Members attending the meet-
ing were Mesdames Kilgore,
Sevison, Martin, G. C. Hays, M.
U. Lamb, Charles Hubbard, J.
W. Hollingsworth, Arnold Wells,
James McLin. Earl Gray, L. C.
Lisman, W. H. Beck, Dennie
Cash, Misses Alta and Cyrena
Gresham. Visitors were Mes-
dames W. R. Dunn, Henry
Rogers, Porter Sells, Hubbard
and Miss Nancy Scrugham.
Princeton To Observe
Fire Prevention Week
Princeton will observe Annual
Fire Prevention Week in keep-
ing with the rest of the State
October 4-10, it was announced
Monday. The State fire marshall
has asked the city to start form-
ulating plans for some sort of
observance. A program has not
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In Percentage Of War
Bond Sales In August
Kentucky led the Nation in
percentage of war bond sales in
August with a thumping 117.6
per cent. of its quota, it was an-
nounced Monday by S. Albert
Phillip, administrator for the
state war savings staff.
Kentuckians oversubscribed the
quota of $7,250,000 by $1,273,000,
to run total purchases up to
$8,523,000, Mr. Phillips said.
The State outdistanced Os
nearest competitors, Tennessee
and Iowa, which tied for second
with 101.5 percent. of quota, by
a full 15 percentage points.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Revival To Start October 12
Revival services at Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church will
start October 12, with the Rev.
0. T. Arnett, of Birmingham,
Ala., in charge, the Rev. A. D.
Smith, pastor, said Tuesday. The
Rev. Mr. Arnett is one of the
Hospital News
Mrs. Floyd Brantley and baby,
of Marion, were dismissed to-
day.
Miss Rachel Turley, Fredonia,
is improving after an appen-
dectomy last week.
Iley Easley, Shady Grove, con-
tinues to improve.
Elbert Rogers, Fredonia, is
improving after an appendect-
omy last week.
J. W. Asbridge, Mexico, con-
tinues to improve.
Mrs. Ruben Ray, Fredonia, is
improving after several days'
treatment.
Helen Ethridge, Route 2,
Princeton, was dismissed Mon-
day.
Marshall Ethridge, Jr., Route 2,
Princeton, underwent a tonsil-
ectomy Tuesday.
Mrs. Malcolm Cummins and
baby, Princeton, were dismissed
last week.
outstanding young ministers of
the South.
THE SBISATIONAL THRILL THAT STARTLED MILUONS
SPIV THE MOST AMAZING SHOW ON ANY SCREEN!
Adventure to nuke.' It': while your vorYj
IMO wonder_ 'eyes convince you
'that It Ill
With FAY WRAY • ROB'T ARMSTRONG • BRUCE CABOTI
MID-NITE SHOW
SATURDAY
NITE 11 P.M. EFIFITAL
Further Cut Needed
In Telephone Calls
Still further reduction in long
distance and local telephone
calls is essential in order to as-
sure vital war calls the quick-
est possible service, Manager H.
Moho:, said Tuesday. He reveal-
ed that although there is some
evidence of the public's effort
voluntarily tb ration use of long
distance and local telephone
service in response to the na-
tionwide appeal for such help,



































The choral works of Johann
Sebastian Bach include more
than 250 sacred and secular can-
tatas.
Japan has seized 1,47,
square miles of territory ip
Pacific area sine.. entering thtwar.






The palm trees are swayin' . . .
jungle's a jivin' . . . even the lions are
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FIRST PICTURES OF ALLIED RAID ON NAZI'.
IN GERMAN-HELD FRENCH SEAPORT
11¢&20¢—TUES. & WED.
Plus These Added Units! . . .
PETE SMITH SPECIALTY—"WHAT ABOUT DADDY"
SPORT SHORT—"SITTIN' PRETTY"
ACCLAIMED ONE OF GREATEST
PICTURES OF ALL TIMES!
EVERYBODY is putting "Mrs. Miniver" on
is more than a picture It's dramatic: It's
feel and know the most tensely exciting
and women! "Mrs. Miniver" is the Big Pa
their all-time "10-best" list! "Mrs. Miniver"
tender. It's human. It's real. It makes you
experiences that have ever come to men
rade of this war!
GREER WALTER
GARSON PIDGEON
Directed by WILLIAM WYLER -:- Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN
MRS. MINIVER
• with Teresa Wright • Dame May Whitty • Reginald Owen





























and hundreds and hundreds
of others.
,e Henry Travers • Henry Wilcoxon
A METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PICTURE
WEDNESDAY
3 DAYS! STARTS NEXT CAPITOL 2 - SHOWINGS DAILY
3:00 P.M.- 8:00 P.M.
DOORS Ol'EN 2:30 P.M. AND 7:30 P.M.
darns
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Japan has 
seized 1,47square miles of 
territory inPacific area since 
enteringwar.
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Mrs. Everett Cherry, Miss Ruth
Poindexter, Miss Ruth Hubbard,
Miss Doris Davis. Miss Carolyn
Arnett, Miss Anna French and
Miss Ludeen Piercy.
The program was enjoyed by
all and the group adjourned to
meet next month with Miss
Doris Davis. Miss Louise Jones
will be the program leader.
District W.M.S.
To Meet Here
The annual meeting of the
Women's Societies of Christian
Service, of the Methodist Church,
of the Hopkinsville District, will
be held at Ogden Memorial
Church, Friday afternoon, Sept.
18, from 1 to 4:15 o'clock.
Conference officers will be
present arid will present timely
topics. Among the speakers will
be Mrs. Chisholm, Conference
Secretary of Missionary .Educa-
tion and Service, and Mrs. Gar-
nett Holland, who will speak
on local work. A chaplain's work
at Camp Campbell, will be feat-
tired.
All the women of the Metho-
dist Church and any others who
are interested in a study of
Latin America, and other mis-
sionary subjects, are cordially
invited to be present.
Council Groups Have
Pot-Luck Dinner
All groups of the Women's
Council of the First Christian
Church met in the recreation
parlor of the church, Monday
evening, September 14, for their
regular meeting and "pot-luck"
dinner. About 35 members were
present.
Lebanon Revival Will
Continue Two More Weeks
The annual revival at Lebanon
Baptist Church is in progress
and will continue for the next
two weeks, it was reported this
week. The Rev. Albert Kemp,
pastor, and the Rev. Mr. Utley
are conducting services.
Personals
I/Miss Lou Ellen Ray has return-
ed from Long Island, N. Y. where
she visited her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Jim Tom Ray. Mrs. Ray recently
visited here.
Mr. and Mrs. Patton McElrath,
Mrs. Calhoun Rieke and Mr. and
Mrs. Ed G. Scott, of Paducah, at-
tended the all-day barbecue at
the home of Mrs. Duke Pettit
and Mrs. George Pettit, Jr. at
their home on the Eddyville
Road Tuesday.
V Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Callo-
way and daughter, Donna Joyce,
Ann Arbor, Mich., visited Mrs.
Calloway's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Tatum, last week. They ar-
rived here Sunday and returned
to Michigan Wednesday. Miss
Barbara Beshears, Eddyville, al-
so visited with Mr. and Mrs. Ta-
tum during Mr. and Mrs. Max-
well's visit.
Miss M a r gar e t Litchfield,
Louisville, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Edwin KoltInsky and Mrs.
Koltinsky.
Mrs. Pete Feagan is visiting
relatives M St. Louis. this week.
Mrs. Pauline Jones returned
last Thursday from Memphis,
Tenn., where she visited Mr.
and Mrs. William Scott Ferrell.
- Mrs. Homer Ray Patterson
spent Sunday in Paducah with
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. McClure.
Miss Ann Hill, Louisville, spent
last week-end with her brother,
Mr. George Hill and Mrs. Hill,
Hopkinsville St.
Misses Elizabeth and Jane
Worrell and Mrs. Gus Deen
spent last Thursday in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Miles,
Madisonville, visited friends here
Saturday.
Miss Bibbie Crittenden, Halls,
Tenn., spent last week-end the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. J.
Lowry.
Mrs. C. A. Pepper was a visit-
or in Louisville this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
left Friday for Denver, Colo.,
where *they are visiting Hugh
Cherry, Jr., and Mrs. Cherry.
Mr. Cherry is a member of the
Army Air Corp and has been
stationed in Denver several
months.
Takes Post In Florida
,Miss Kathryn Laverty, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Roberta Laverty, left
recently for Cedar Keys, Florida,
where she has accepted a posi-
tion as teacher in the high
school. Miss Laverty was grad-




Presidents, project leaders and
committeemen of Caldwell coun-
ty's Homemakers' Clubs will
meet Friday at 9:30 o'clock at
George Coon Library and make
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J. G. Cothran, Minister
Sunday School at 9:45.
Morning Worship at 11. Ser-
mon theme, "Working The High-
ways and The Hedges."
Baptist Training Union r4ets
at 6:15.
Evening Worship at 7:30. Ser-
mon theme, "The Soul That is
Safely Anchored."
Prayer service at 7:30 Wed-
nesday evening.
We are always happy to see
people who move into our com-
munity show an interest in
something more than the ma-
terial things. Come with us and
receive the blessings that come
with worship.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
David E. Harrell, Minister
Brother Charles Lancaster will
be away 18 weeks to complete
his college work toward an B.A.
degree in Abilene Christian Col-
lege, Abilene, Texas. During his
absence Brother David Harrell,
of Daytona Beach, Fla., will be
the regular minister. As usual




Topic: "Influence and Power
of the Word."
Sunday School: 7:15 pane
Preaching 8:00 p. m. 'tstab-





E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 a.m.-Sunday School, pro-
the County Homemakers' Asso-
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motion day.
11:00 a.m.-"A Year's Work."
7:30 p.m.-"Growth Of The
Soul."
6:30 p.m.-Youth Fellowship
service. Jeanette Talley, leader.
This is the last Sunday before
the session of the Annual Con-
ference. All members and friends




John N. Fox, Pastor
Leonard Groom, S. S. Supt.
Sunday, Sept. 20, 1942.
9:45 am.-The Church School.
10:45 am.-Service of Praise
and Meditation. Message: "The
Great Liberator."
3:00 p.m.-Meeting of the
Pioneer Group.
6:30 p.m.-Meeting of the
Tuxis.
7:45 p.m.-The Evening Hour
of Worship. Installation of a new
Deacon. Meditation: '!Suffering."
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. - Mid-
week Fellowship.
Thursday, 7:30 p.m. - The
Choir rehearses.
REVIVAL ENDS
Rev, Olen Sisk returned Fri-
day night from a successful re-
vival in Trigg county where for
two weeks he had been with
the Locust Grove Baptist Church,
of which the Rev. J. L. Parker
is pastor. Mr. Sisk reports 18
additions to the church, 12 of
which were by baptism.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship Service, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
Young People's Groups, 6:45.






















"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Leader Congratulates
(Continued from Page One)
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Handy,
Green St., on the. birth of a son,
September 9. He has been named
Don Julian.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Whitmore,
North Jefferson St., on the birth
of a daughter, Barbara Jenielle,
September 15. Mr. Whitmore is
in the U. S. Navy. Mrs. Whit-
more is the former Frieda Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Eugene
Oliver, Princeton Route 3, on
the birth of a son, Gary Wayne,
September 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson,
Route 1, Dalton, on the birth of
a daughter. She has been named
Mary Belle.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil McGregor,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, Clifton' Eugene, Au-
gust 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice James
Glass, Route 1, Cobb, on the
birth of a son, Maurice Jr., Au-
gust 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Robertson,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, Barbar'a Jean, August
2&
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie L. Capps
Dalton, Route I, on the birth of
a son, Henry Milton, September
7.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Bronson,
Star Route 5, on the birth of a
daughter, Joe Ann, August 27.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Simpson,
Route 3, Princeton, on the
birth of a daughter, September
9. She has been named Vivian
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Capps,
Princeton, on the birth of a
son, James Otho, August 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Leeman
Vickery, Route 3, Princeton, on
the birth of a son, September
13. He has been named Donald
Ray.
Mr. and Mrs. James Marvin
Darnell, on the birth of a
daughter, Margaret Elizabeth,
September 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sheridan,
Princeton, Route 1, on the
birth of a son, on September &
He has been named Clinton
Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Pat-
terson, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, September 11. She has been
named Elizabeth Carol.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas W. Riley.
Crider, on the birth of a son.
Robert Elmon, September 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Nuncy C. Fur-
lano, Princeton, on the birth og
a daughter, Charlotte Ann, Sep-
tember 11.
efIyi. and Mrs. Garland Capps,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a son, Harold Haydon, Sep-
tember 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillie Mitchell,
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Judy Lane, Sep-
tember 9.
Birth statistics show that quad-
ruplets appear once in 658,403
births.
FROCKS
GEORGIANA Goes All-Out for Value
in An All-Wool JERSEY CLASSIC
, Sizes 14 to 44
and 121/2 to 221/2
Your standby for smart good looks a shirtfro-als:
'smooth Sag-No-Mor Jersey . . . tailored and fitted with,
• 1. •
priceless Georgiana precision. A self belt 0 nd self-ton*:
buttons make it a joy to vary with other dickeys and your.
new bright colored accessories'.
Block, Wine, Solute Blue, Brown
We have just received a new shipment of
dresses which include the latest styles in Lamp!
Knit, Martha Mannings, Carole Kings (Originals
for Juniors), Ann Louise, Sylarts.
Loma teed, Evelyn Alden and other fam-
ous New York Styles.
Too, we have a complete line of accessor-
ies to match every costume.
Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
4 ,̀ ".•
Page Six
'In view of the labor situation.
some farmers are planning to
put more of their farms into
grass, increase livestock produc-
tion, and grow less cultivated
crops. For a few farmers this
plan might be all right, points
out E. J. Nesius of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, but if all farmers did
it a feed shortage would result
that might seriously affect the
war effort.
"Livestock require less labor
than crops, especially 'crew labor'
Nesius admitted. "However; live-
stock must be fed, and as much
of the fed as possible should
come from the same farm where
the stock are fed. Farmers are
taking incr6ased risks when they
depend on buying feeds. Pur-
chased feeds may be low in qu-
ality, as well as high in prices.
Possible transporation difficulties
must be taken into consideration.
Cost of production may be in-
creased, when feeds are purchas-
ed, and this is something a far-
mer must always watch.
"The livestock-feed ratios are
favorable at present. They might
lead one to conclude that feeds
can be purchased and labor de-
Voted to something else. Even
though the cost of labor and ma-
terials are higher, and may con-
tinue to be higher, than in the
past, in most cases grain and
hay can still be produced chea-








There are four railway sys-
tems in the British Isles with a
total mileage of 20,080 miles.
DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
In Standard Old Line Com-
panies . . . Safety for Your
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.









Delightful, sparkling dinner glasses
—designed with I modern swing
—to grace the charm of your table
for parties, luncheons, and "just
family" meals, too. You'll be proud
of their beauty just as you've been
proud of the rich goodness of
Airy Fairy Flour.











JAP PICTURE OF WAKE ISLAND PRISONERS—This picture reproduced from "Freedom," Eng-
lish language propaganda magazine published by the Japanese in Shanghai, is described by its
caption as showing part of the 1,300 prisoners captured at Wake Island on their way to a Jap-
anese prison camp. Black uniformed U. S. naval officer is identified as Comm. Winnifield Scott
Cunningham "ex-Garrison chief at Wake." This is one of a series of pictures made available in
Washington from the magazine, copies of which were brought back by U. S. evacuees aboard the
diplomatic exchange ship Gripsholm. —AP Telemat
How Russia's Guerrillas Fight The War
By Clayton J. Irwin , students, seaman. The eldest was mir. For three lays, the men
Wide World Features Writer 56 and the youngest 20. waded an icei!clogged river in
New York—Kobtzeff Vladimir
is a merchant seaman and he has
never served a day in the Rus-
sian army. He probably never
heard of the Rangers; maybe he
dosen't know much,- either, about
the British Commandos.
But when the last German is
chased out of Russia there ought
to be a few hoorahs for Vladimir
and the thousands of overalled
patriots who, applying Comman-
do technique, helped the Rus-
sian army kick Hitler's timetable
around for more than a year.
For four months Vladimir was
a guerrilla — to the Russians
partizani — while the Germans
hammered at Leningrad. That
was a year ago if you remem-
ber your current history, the
Germans besieged Leningrad but
never got around to capturing
it.
Campaign of Destruction
Vladimir and his pals camped
in the hills before Leningrad,
acted as snipers by day and sal-
'lied forth by night to blow up
German truck columns, blast
bridges and harass enemy com-
munications. They mingled with
the populace in captured villages
and picked up bits of military
information . They had no mili-
tary status, and they feared no-
thing but capture. A guerrilla
couldn't expect anything as pain-
less as the firing squad.
Vladimir, 34, was betweeen sea
voyages when the German ad-
vance on Leningrad became seri-
ous. He volunteered for guerrila
duty and was assigned to a. 55-
man detachment—clerks, bakers,
Each Unit Organized
There is a popular belief that
Russian guerrillas operate with-
out organization and on a hit-or-
miss basis. Instead, says Vladimir
each detachment is armed by the
military and given a general plan
of operation . Members of the de-
tachment elect their own com-
mander, who sets up smaller
units inside the detachment. Vla-
dimir was leader of one of the
three units in his detachment.
Three times in the four months
they returned to Leningrad for
supplies and orders. On one trip
out they had been provisioned
for 10 days; they were gone 38
and had to sneak most of their
food out of captured villages.
Attacked Supply Columns ..
Several detachments operating
with Vladimir's in the Liningrad-
Pskov area managed, at one
tirne,..te scare the Germans out
nt moving supplies at night. They
cleverly planted connecting ex-
plosive charges in the road at
internvals of several hundred
yards, then after a few German
vehicles had passed by in safety,
those following were blasted.
They never took prisoners but
elimated enough German pa-
trols to keep in guns and ammu-
nition. In many* a captured vill-
age they visted, they saw the
familiar signs offering 3,000 ru-
bles for the head of each guer-
rilla delivered to German auth-
orities.
The Road Back
The last trip to Leningrad
practically wore out the detach-
ment and almost finished Vladi-
Don't Forget
To Do Both
1. Save regularly in your account here, with
attractive earnings.
VICTORY
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
'LOAN ASSOCIATION
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46 Princeton, Ky.
water chest deep. At Leningrad
they were hospitalized, Vladimir
developed rheumatism and was
declared unfit for further duty.
Of the original detachment, one
had been captured, three killed
in action and 13 wounded.
Back in the merchant marine,
Vladimir came to New York on
a freighter, and that's how he
happened to tell his story at the
Soviet consulate. If his rheuma-
tism improves he hopes to rejoin
the guerrillas.
Soviets Won't Quit
The Russians, he says, won't
stop fighting until they're victor-
ious. Citizens who never did any-
thing more deadly then chuck a
rock at a tin can are dying with
courage and spirit in their deter-
mination to drive out the Nazi
invaders.
"The Russian people have seen
the Germans kill," says Vladimir,
"and now they have a great bit-
terness . . . .
Linda Williamson Accepts
Bank Position In Detroit
Miss Linda Williamson, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Ella Williamson and
former clerk at the Caldwell
county health office, has accept-
ed a position as stenographer at
the First National Bank, Detroit.
Miss Williamson is a grahuate of










Mayfield, and Charles G. Franklin
Madisonville, were named co-
chairmen for the Democratic fall
campaign in Kentucky Saturday.
They jointly managed the pri-
mary campaign.
State Senator E. C. Dawson,
New Haven, was chosen finance
chairman. In making these ap-
pointments the Democratic State
Central Executive committee de-
cided to pame a woman cam-
paign chairman later.
With so many of Kentucky's
sons gone to war, importance of
careful organization was stressed
by Gov. Keen Johnson, especial-
ly among the feminine voters.
He predicted 65 percent. of the
vote in Kentucky this coming
November would be cast by
women.
Both the chief executive and
Thomas R. Underwood, Lexing-
ton, chairman of the committee,
predicted success for their
party's ticket in November.
Among The
County Agents
Fifteen farmers in Hancock
county are keeping a record of
their returns from priming to-
bacco.
Potato yields in Leslie county
ranged from 30 to 40 bushels
per 100 pounds of seed planted.
W. H. Tandy of Lyon county
combined three and a half
bushels of timothy seed to the
acre.
In Hickman county, where
there has been some dry weath-
er, 21 ponds have been dug and
about 200 reworked.
With about 200 acres of to-
matoes, Carroll county has its
first canning factory since 1935.
Many Trigg county farmers
are sowing small grains in les-
pedeza fields without preparing
a seedbed.
Green beans, corn, okra and
apples were dried at food demon-
strations in Caldwell county.
The canning of kraut is at-
tracting unusual interest among
home-makers in Fayette County.
Farmers in Mercer county have
insured nearly 30,000 sheep in
their county organization.
Thirty-four members of 4-H
clubs in Jessamine county have
a total of 19 acres of gardens.
Vetch, rye grass and orchard
grass seed are being saved by
several farmers in Estill county.
Members of 4-H clubs collect-
ed nearly $300 in prizes at the
Shelby County Nair.
Louisville. She was connected




And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your enter-





Louisville's newest and most cen-
trally , located home-away-from-
home, in Kentucky's metropolis.
. . . Prices will oonform to your idea










Ellis Arnall, who on basis of
unofficial returns defeated Eu-
gene Talmadge for Georgia's
Democratic nomination for gov-
ernor (tantamount to election)
here speaks cheerfully into a
microphone in an address of
thanks to voters. Arnall, 35, ad-
vances from job of state attorney
general. —AP Telma t
News From
(Continued from page three)
pattern was selected by Aaron
while at the World's Fair two
weeks ago and all who have seen
it pronounce it the prettiest wa-
gon in town.
S. D. Hodge Hurt
Princeton, Dec. 2, 1904—While
driving to the country last
Wednesday afternoon in com-
pany with Shelly Eldred, Attor-
ney S. D. Hodge was right
baldy hurt. As they reached
the railroad crossing at Var-
mint Trace Road, Mr. Hodge
got out of the buggy and went
and asked an engineer of a train
if it would be safe for them to
attempt to cross. He returned to
the buggy and was in the act of
getting in when the horse became
frightened and started to run.
Mr Hodge grabbed the bridle and
tried to hold the horse but was
thrown to the ground with great
force. For several hours he was
in bad shape but is now all right.
Almost one-third of the popu-
lation of Panama depends on
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keeps fall clothes cheery Vigil
Sparkling autumn colors lift your spirits. KerP Your fag
bright and smart by sending them to us regularlY
dry cleaning.
Our Sanit one method Cleans thoroug 
clear to tbe
of the fabric. It gives colors new pep, and textures°
nem. Our tailor .finishing assures smart 
lines.
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Home Made Bicycle Pump
Nears Perpetual Motion
Ponca City, Okla. (11")—C. J.
Hank, who deals in ice cream
and candy, has rigged a device
on his bicycle that pumps air
into a tank; blows a warning
whistle; applies an air brake to
the rear wheel and enables him
to pump up his own tires with-
out resorting to a hand pump or
a filling station. He says he be-
lieves the size of it can be in-
creased so that the air will pro-
vide the motive power-to oper-
ate the bike. Perpetual motion
stuff!
Exports of cotton, leaped from
189,000 pounds in 1791 to 21,-000,-
000 pounds in 1801.




It having been agreed to keep
Asher Cemetery by free-will do-
nations, we, the undersigned
committee of said cemetery, do
hereby request all those having
relatives and friends buried, or
lots in said cemetery and any
one wishing to bury in this
cemetery, please see one of the
committee before doing so, and
are requested to move dirt after
burial, or deposit $1.00 for same.
All making donations for up-
keep of cemetery get in touch








D. E. Morgan, Treas.
Fredonia, Rt. 1





Sturdy Footwear ... smooth in
app•ai. For the smart
young women who wont a dual.
purpose style. Turns
the daily round into a merry-
go-round.
Hopkinsville
TIRE WEAR VS. CAR SPEED
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
NORMAL Thel LIFE
CHART FDR WANTS AUTOISTS TO SEE: This is the chart on
tire wear for which President Roosevelt asked wide publicity.
Note President's inscription appealing to the "news photo people."
The chart was prepared by the automobile and rubber industries'
tire committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers.
Literary Guidepost sakaatage;..that some, jap or guided Filipino put wax in all
By John Selby
the gasoline and the wax period-Wide World Features
ically clogged the feedlines and
forced the ooats to stop for a
clean-out, sometimes under fire.
All these things Lieutenant
Bulkeley and his men accom-
plished. But the chief impact of
the book, after the heroism dis-
played, is in the picture it gives
of the hopeless Philippine cam-
paign—of Corregidor's old-style
flack-flack ineffective by a full
''They Were Expendable,", by
W. L. White
You cannot miss the thought,
when you read W. L. WI-kite's
"They Were Expendable,".that
there are at least six incidents in
the book which singly would
make rip-snorting books of hero-
ism. Or the further thought that
even so early in the war there mile, of the alleged air force,
which was a huddle of planes
flapping helplessly around, of
insufficient provisions, and men
forced to battle tanks with rifles.
Of many other things, including
a couple of generals on adjoin-
ing islands who had a mad on,
and because they wouldn't speak
to each other, did not know
whether the Japs had landed on
each other's island. Those things
happen in all countries and all
wars, but Mr. White's belief that
they need not have bappened on
the Philippines shows through
every page.
"They Were Expendable" is
being distributed as an extra by
the Book-of-the-Month Club—
and Mr. White's father, William
Allen White, did not vote on
the choice though a long-time
member of the board of pudges!
difficulties was the result of
is no lack of heroic incident, so
that no writer need economize.
"They Were Expendable" is
the story of Squadron Three of
the motor torpedo boats—those
70-foot plywood hulls powered
with three huge motors, capable
of out-running almost everything
but bullets. Squadron Three was
commanded by Lt. John Bulke-
ley, who now is a Lieutenant-
Commander. It was assigned to
Manila Bay, and its last news-
worthy exploit was taking Mac-
Arthur out of Bataan and down
to the southern Philippine island
from which he was flown • to
Australia.
Squadron Three lived a dizzy
pace. It darted in and out of
Subic Bay, puncturing ship after
ship. It ran errands. It piloted
submarines through mine fields
to Corregidor, and broke up Jap
landing parties. It did other
things as well, and under very
great difficulties. It is not pleas-
ant to note that one of these
The death watch beetle causes
most timber decay.
Everybody reads the Leader.
Donaldson Called






sioner J. Lyter Donaldson was in
Washington last week to work as
a member of a five-man board
studying tire rationing. The
board was appointed by Price
Administrator Leon Henderson.
Donaldson departed after hold-
ing a monthly meeting with his
advisory highway commission
which heard governor Johnson
has approved a plan for "up-
ward wage adjustments" for
Highway Department mainten-
ance and garage men. A check
showed there were 2,470 State
Highway maintenance workers
and 1,079 Rural Highway em-
ployes.
The commission also heard
Donaldson discuss plans for the
department to take over main-
tenance of State highways which
pass through cities. Authority
to CID this Was ProvidealaY "a '19-
42 General Assembly act
He indicated officials from
cities in various districts would




FaAners could save $3 to $5
a ton by buying high-grade ferti-
lizers, according to Agricultural
Experiment Station's annual re-
port on commercial fertilizers.
Farmers who buy low-grade
fertilizers pay freight and other
charges on "inert filler" of little
or no value, the report states.
A ton of poor fertilizer has the
same freight charges, and costs
as much to mix, bag and handle,
as does a ton of fertilizer con-
taining more plant food.
As an example, the report says
that it takes three tons of a 2-8-4
fertilizer to supply the same
amount of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash that are con-
tained in two tons of 3-12-6 ferti-
zer. The three tons of the low-
grade fertilizer cost $75 last
year, and the two tons of 3-12-6
cost $62.60. Thus a saving of
$12.40 could have been made by
buying the high-grade fertilizer.
Also the buyer would handle
only two tons of material instead
of three tons.
As another example, the report
says that 1,600 pounds of 4-10-6
Fatally Wounded
Dorothy Baun (above), 32,
and Neil Pietrangel, 25, welfare
workers of Kenosha, Wis., were
fatally wounded in a wooded
section near Tomah, Wis. Both
were nude except for shoes and
stockings. They had been driv-
ing from their home to Sparta,
Wis. A search was started for
the slayers. —AP Telemat
Litter Profitable ,
For 4-H Club Boy
Neil Parke, 14-year-old Madi-
son county 4-H Club boy, made
$119 on an investment of $75 in
a sow and litter of 11 pigs. The
sow farrowed March 5, and Neil
became owner of the herd April
1. The ration was a full feed of
corn, tankage and wheat mid-
dlings the first three months,
and corn and tankage the rest
of the time. When sold August
20, at the age of 165 days, the 11
pigs weighed 2,330 pounds and
brought $14.50 a hundred.
fertilizer cost approximately the
same as a ton of 2-8-4 fertilizer.
It contains, however, 24 pounds
more nitrogen and 16 pounds
more potash, and the same
amount of phosphoric acid, as
the ton Cif 2-8-4.
The Experiment Station con-
siders that any mixed fertilizer
which has a total plant-food con-
tent of less ,than 20 percent is
a low-grade fertilizer. Approxi-
mately 70 percent of the mixed
fertilizer sold in Kentucky last
year contained 17 percent or
less of plant food.
Basket making is believed to
be one of the earliest human in-
dustries.
Amber has been used as
ornaments for more than 2,000
years. It once was highly re-
garded as a charm against
witchcraft and disease.
Choose A Classic
No. 1 blouse for Fall . . . a smooth
classic! Long sleeved rayon crepe with
stitched collar and cuffs. Note the at-
tractive models at the left ... in white
and fall colors.
Sweaters And Skirts
Classic and novelty sweaters with long,
short sleeves in 100 percent wool, gor-
ed, pleated and flare skirts in new
plaids, tweeds, solids—all at surpris-
ingly low prices. Note illustrations at
right.
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The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
YANKS LAND IN NEW CALEDONIA: Scrambling from big landing barges which brought them
ashore from transport ships, U. S. troops land at a dock on the island of New Caledonia, 
Free.
French controlled island in the southwest Pacific which has been developed into a U. S. stronghold.
Note French flag on motor launch at right. (Associated Press Photo from U. S. Army)
Arnerican.Cattle Hay Be Used To
Restock Old Country's Riddled Herds
By Charles E. Whiting
Wide World Features
Blairstown, N. J.—When the
Nazi invaders are driven out of
Norway, sturdy little cattle born
and bred in New Jersey may be
sent to restock the herds slaugh-
tered for German troops or ship-
ped to Germany to bolster the
dwindling food supply in the
Reich.
That is the belief of dairymen
who have watched experiment
of a New York shipping magnate
with a penchant for livestock
farming. He hopes to develop a
"truly American" breed with the
help of Norway's famous Tele-
mark cattle.
The experimenter is John D.
Reilly, president of the Todd
Shipyards Corporation, and the
project is being conducted at
his farm near here.
Two Years Of Study
For two years Reilly studed
various breeds of cattle here and
abroad and then, in 1939, de-
cided on the Teremarks for cross-
breeding experiments with stock
on this side of the Atlantic.
In September of that year he
assembled the orginal herd of 12
cows and one bull. At present,
Reilly is devoting his efforts to
building up the Telemark herd
by inbreeding. In Norway, the
stock goes back hundred of
years and the difficulties of ser-
vice in that mountainous country
necessitated much inbreeding—
not only of father and daughter,
but often of father and grand-
daughter.
In the present breeding pro-
gram, 15 cows and 18 bulls hay'
been born.
Famous te reeve MONTHLY
FEMALE PAIN
You who suffer such pain with tired,
nervous feelings, distress of "irregu-
larities"—due to functional monthly
disturbances—should try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It
has a soothing effect on one of wo-
man's most important organs. Also
One stomachic tonic! Follow label
directions. Werth trying!
LYDIA E. PINHHAM'S VEGEIAW
Expert Praises Program
The Suggestions that the New
Jersey herd might be used for
restocking purposes in Norway
was advanced recently by Pro-
fessor William C. Skelly of the
College of Agriculture, Rutgers
University, who said:
"Reilly's herd might be more
significant than we realite, for if
the Germans have ravaged the
Telemarks in Norway for food,
there is a possibility they might
become extinct before the war is
over. Then, this American herd
might be needed for rehabilita-
tion purposes.
Reilyy says, "an average Amer-
ican cow is too large, demands
too great an investment in up-
keep, and yields too much milk"
for the needs of the average ru-
ral family.
Rugged Type
The Telemark cattle are small,
short-legged and rugged animals,
red and white in color and fur-
ther identified by a broad white
stripe along the spine and croup.
Their home is in the mountain-
ous valleys in the Telemark re-
gion along the fjords north of
Bergen.
"It is an animal which is ac-
customed to 'rustling' much of
its own feed on the mountain-
sides," said Reilly, "and it will
withstand climate changes in
this country."
Economically, the Telemarks are
profitable. Comparatively light
eaters, their milk production al-
so stacks up favorably with oth-
er breeds.
Oliver Brugler, Reilly's farm
manager, said the average milk
production per cow is 20 to 27
pounds per day, with a butterfat
content of approximately four
per cent.
Farmers in Lawrence county
are saving garden seeds, in add-
ition to timothy, redtop, orchard
grass, rye grass and vetch seed.
Mount McKinley, in south cen-
tral Alaska, is the highest moun-
tain in North America.
NOTICE!
No More Ice Deliveries On
SUNDAY
In order to cut our truck mileage to Gov-
ernment requirements and as a measure to con-
serve tires we are compelled to discontinue all
Sunday deliveries.
Housekeepers please take notice and get





Miss Martha Nelle Keys, Evans-
ville, spent Labor Day here with
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Willis
and little son are here visiting
Mrs. Willis' parents, Mr. and
Mrs. D. D. Rogers.
Mrs. Arden Higdon, Evansville,
spent the last week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Lacy.
Mesdames Lacy, Adams and
Higdon spent one day last week
in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Lola Keller has had a
major operation at Jennie
Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville
and will be coming home within
a few days.
Will the ladies of this society
that have loved ones, husbands,
fathers, brothers or sweethearts
in the armed forces, meet with
the Homemakers at Mrs. Lacy's
Sephember 22 for the purpose of
trying to organize a program to
do our bit toward winning the
war?
Many negro farmers increased
their incomes from tobacco by
saving the lower leaves before
tobacco harvest.
The British Empire covers
about one-fourth of the world's
habitable land surface.
Sign Your Name to a Shell
Friendship
(Mrs. William Cartwright)
Mr. and Mrs. Leemon Nichols
and mother, Mrs. Lila Nichols,
of Dawson Springs, were here
Thursday visiting "Aunt Fannie"
Morris who has been an invalid
the last few months.
Mrs. Dan Smiley and son,
Riley, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Word Sunday.
Pvt. Wendell Cartwright, of
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo., enroute
to Camp Campbell, Clarksville,
and other points in Tennessee
last Saturday night came via
Princeton and made a short stop
with his father, 0. N. Cart-
wright, and other relatives. He
was accompanied from here to
Camp Campbell Sundby by Mr.
and Mrs. M. C. Cartwright, J.
T. White and daughter, Mary
Lou. Private Cartwright will
be in Tennesse the next few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Pickering
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Laura Newsom, of Scottsburg,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Newsom
went to Hopkinsville Saturday
afternoon. While there they visit-
ed Raleigh 'Parsley, who is a
patient ...at dr_ Jennie Stuart
Hospital. Mr. Parsley was seil
iously injured last Thursday at
Cedar Bluff.
Mr. Henry Hopper was quite
sick last week but is reported
better at present.
Riley Smiley, Denver, Colo.,
is here for a visit with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Smiley.
He was accompanied on his
trip here by Miss June WV
who has been vacationing with
relatives in Colorado the last
few months.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hale and
family were visitors at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Glass
have had as their guests recent-
ly, relatives from Detroit.
Isaac McCormick who was
operated on last week for ap-
pendicitis has been removed from
the hospital to his home and is
recuperating.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Wood-
son, of Nashville, Tenn., were
guests of Amon Orange and
family last week-end.
Mrs. Bill Wood and children,
Loretta, W. D. and Ruth, of Cam-
bria, Ill., have been visiting her
mother for the last several days.
Chester Stallins and family
and Mrs. Mollie Glass, of Clax-
ton, spent Sunday as guests of
Albert Moore and family.
Lowell Hale and family were
dinner guests at J. M. Cooks'
Sunday.
Miss Mary Lee Adams, em-
_111 _1111111,:ing
NEW KIND OF PAINT!
Never mind whether your rooms
are painted or unpainted, plastered
or wallpapered, made of wall-
board or building tile. Amazing new
KEM-TONE, Sherwin-Williams
1, COVERS, WITH 1 COAT, practl•
rally any inside surface, lacked.'
lug wallpaper!
2, NO OBJECTIONABLE PAINT
ODOR.
3, DRIES IN 1 HOUR ... room fur-1
Gal. Paste Form
I MI: 1 gallon with
water and make
gallons paint.„
- modern miracle well finish, will
cover practicany any surface with
a single coat!
Before you paint, investigate
Sherwin-Williams KEM -TONE!
6, READILY WASHABLE — lust use
plain soap and water.
7, BRUSHES CLEAN EASILY In water
after use.
8. NEWEST, SMARTEST pastel colors.
&things replaced some day. 
9, EASY TO APPLY, so easy a very
wide brush may be used.
4, NO SIZING OR PRIMING needed \
0. ECONOMICAL... 1 gallon mixed
with water makes 1' 1 gallons
5. THINNED WITH WATER. 'of paint.
PHONE 321
2(4 I SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
DISCUSSING THE WAF PROGRAM: Mrs. Nancy Harkness Love
(left), 28, of Boston, named head of the Women's Auxiliary Ferry-
ing Squadron, at Wilmington, Del., discusses the training pro-
gran 'with Mrs. 11 ear Gillies; 35, of Long ,Island,, Ni Y.,- one. of-
those who will receive instruction at the nearby New Castle air-
port. —AP Telemat
IN APPRECIATION
In loving memory and with
sad hearts for our darling boy
and husband, Earl Darnell, age
20, we write. He has been
married just two months and
has a darling wife. He is now in
the Army, being inducted Sep-
tember 9 to help the other boys
all he can. He did not want to
go. It hurt his poor heart so.
How we do miss him, no one
can tell. He loved his wife and
loved us all. A vacant place that
ployee of the Lillie Murphy
Store, Princeton, spent Saturday
night and Sunday with her par-
ens, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Reece Taylor, of
Princeton, were through this
vicinity Sunday.
Mrs. Lillie Murphy, of Prince-
ton, and her visitor, Mrs. Lena
Morse, Louisville, were callers at
the home of J. T. White a few
nights ago.
cannot be filled was created
when he was called. We pray
for God to help him though he
may be on another shore and we
love him more and more. And
may hislife be joyful and pleas-
ant while he is away. God help
him in every way until he can
be home again. He is our oldest
boy and has always been a joy.
We have done our part and ask
God to see him through. We wish
him good health, happiness, suc-
cess and cheer. We hope he can
be with us within a year. God
help our boy to be with us again.
His loving Dad and Mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell,




Fall is a good time to sow
bluegrass on the lawn. N. R.
Elliott of the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Ec-





clubs in Kentucky a
camps this summer, wherehad short vacations and r
special instruction in war •
ties. In addition, 389 clubera and county agents and
demonstration agents assisted
the camps.
Six camps, with boys and
from 53 central counties, w
held at Camp Bingham in ly
ington county. A Utopia c
camp and a state conservecamp also were held at B
ham. This camp, given by
ry Bingham as a memorial to
father, Judge Robert W. B
ham, has been remodeled
modernized, and M consi
an ideal place for 4-H camps,
Instruction at the camps •
eluded food conservation,
craft and health, with s ..-
emphasis On the part
boys and girls can have
winning the war. The State
of Health sent a registe
nurse to all camps.
The patriotism of 4-H
boys and girls was revealed
the purchase of war stamp
begets-. In--schrre -cams
members refused to spe%
for candy and soft drinks,
they could buy stamps and
and in every camp large
were invested in the fight
freedom.
Kentucky, with 45,000
and girls enrolled in CH
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completion of projects,
states with large enrollms*
fairly good sod should
half-pound of seed to 1,011
are feet. Lawns not 80
should receive a pond,
young lawns at least_two
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Now also is a good
select native shrubs and
to plant around the home
in the fall. They now can
identified by their foliage.
Elliott suggests that small
be reset, rather than to a
to get large ones to live.
Jar the Jap with Junk
TIMELY tweed is rugged
TIMELY tweed is right
TIMELY tailoring is precise












TIMELY quality has not falt-
ered one strand or stitch in
fabric or workmanship.
Choose from herring-bon'es,
tweeds, worsteds and flannels
$39.15
Others $42.50 and .,17.;0
NEW FALL
CLOTHCRAFT SUITS
As little as $5 will hold
any garment until you
want it.
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oT WAKEFIELD BURNS AT SEA—Smoke billows from the U. S.
 naval transport Wakefield, formerly the passenger
,hdttan, as she was 
swept by fire at sea September 3, while operating in a west-bound Atlantic convoy. This official
....,ah, taken from another s
hip in the convoy, shows a destroyer (left) speeding to a rescue mission. More than 1,6 
•rs and crew we
re without loss of life. (Associated Press Photo from U. S. Navy). 
-AP Telematremoved
It Means 
s Stake In Indian Freedom
v • Jotiii'Vrtrver • - 
..power, is .more than an.
• . cencern has been indicatio
n of his sympathies.
capital over the More recently the Chinese have
wale effect on China tactfully suevesteri .'--.t the U.
ent crises in India. S. lend its good offices in the
nese are vital to suc- controversy, which shows a c
on-
duct of the war by tinued keen interest in the s
it-
Nations. It is not too uation.
y that any lessening China has her share 
of ex-
resistance would ap- ploitation by outside powers. The
ster. extra-territorial rights of 
other
been no indication nations before the war wer
e
of 'Chinese defection. hangovers from the 
day when
it is the concensus of China was the world's s
tepchild.
1-place observers here It's unlikely that China's
 allies
watches developments would ask, or the Chinese grant,
th a careful eye. The a return of such privileges.
neralissimo and Mad- However, thoughtful persons
zig Kai-shek to India reason that any evidence of 
a
Aben China's own aff- "Colonel Blimp" attitude in deal
-
desperate attests the ing with India would have ad-
the Chinese attach to verse repercussions in a Chi
na
that was so recently the grab-
bag for greedy westerners. Such
an attitude might well raise the
speculation that the stupidity
and intolerance that marked the
pale" era of colonial exploitation
are not dead but dormant.
One thing is certain. Axis prop-
agandists already have scored
telling blows against the allies,
by harping endlessly on the dis-
crepancies" ideal and the failure
to extend the fullness of the Four
Freedoms to minority or subject
racial and religious groups.
They told the Burmese—sue
cessfully, remember — that the
Four Freedoms were hooey, ask-
ing, in effect, "Where are yours"
Burma was lost as much through
defection of the Burmese as
through military superiority. So-
ber advices from India indicate a
similar line is making headway
there.
Likewise, the Axis has a pow-
erful sales talk to non-white na
-
tions in political repression of
the American Negro in some
southern states. That the Negro
is widely denied the vote and
freedom ofaction. is a. matter of.
world knowledge
In Axis hands, thia is twisted
into a damaging weapon. The
Axis can and does challenge our
honesty in urging political free-
dom abroad while denying it to
an important minority at home.
Broadcast interception records
disclose that this is a favorite
Nazi theme in attempting to di-
vide the white and non-white
allies.
The Chinese, right now, are
keepers of United Nations destiny
in Asia. The Japanese retreat in
the coastal provinces, and the
resignation of Foreign Minister
Togo; indicate a move against
Russia or India. In either case,
Chinese manpower must imple-
ment the counter-blow.
That's why the handling of the
Indian crisis is deemed so impor-
tant by astute observers. They
say it would be the veriest trag-
edy if the negotiations indicate




A profit of $225 above feed cost
on a litter of 11 pigs is reported
by Neal Nobles a farmer in
Adair county Kentucky. The pigs
weighed an average of 251 lbs.
each when 165 days old, and sold
for $14.05 a hundrCd pounds.
Feeds included corn, barley
,
wheal, hominy meal, tankage
and skimmilk. Most of the fe
eds
except mily were given in a
self-feeder, according to Coun
ty
Agent R. B. Rankin. The pigs
alse ran on lespedza pasture a
part of the time.
Elva Marshall, another Adai
r
county man, raised a litter 
of
You can save 4 to 5 cents
ON EVERY GALLON OF GAS OR 
KEROSENE
At Cornielles
OUI Products are Tops in Performance . .
 . You be the Judge! . .













In your container, gal. 
50c
When you purchase our gasoline, ask 
for coupons which entitle






By N. H. Elliott, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Eeonomics.
Kontucky needs at least 500,-
coo trees pointed this fall em
rms, in the towns and
s, along the highways and
around public buildings. In fact,
if a half-million trees were plan-
ted each spring and fall for the'
next five years, Kentucky would
I not have as many trees growing
as it had ten years ago. Fall is
!. ne of the best times of the year
to plant trees in Kentucky.
The loss of this most valuable
crop to Kentucky has been so
gradual that few people realize,
what has happened, and yet, there
are areas in the state comprising
parts of counties, and in some
instances almost an entire county,
where there are scarcely any
good timber grows today. A few
ears ago practically every far-
mer could cut a tree or two and
_ -- ---- -have it sawed into plank, two





After two months without a
single enlistment here, 12 Prince-
tonians joined the Navy in Au-
gust.
Navy recruiters said August
enlistments in this district set
an all time record with 47. A
total of 40 men signed up with
Uncle Sam's seagoing forces in
July to achieve a pcevious high
mark.
The 12 who "enlisted here were
Edgar Earl Oliver, Clyde Thom-
as Fletcher, Hollis Mitchell, Aus-
tin Edgar Oliver, Alton Hobby,
Paul Shelton Boitnott, James
William Perry. John Sidney
Young, Clinton Allen Davis,
James William Tabor and John
Elliott McClelland and Edward
McGowan, colored.
Recruiters are here , Tuesday
and Wednesday of each week
and urge every able bodied man
here to consider joining the
branch of service where he can
be of most help to his country.
nigs to an average weight
of 205 pounds when they were
five months and one week old.
Corn, wheat and tankage were
their principlal feeds.
by four and other pieces of lum-
ber that are always needed on
every farm for repairs and the
building of new buildings. Today
I'the farmer. thinks, only pi buying
any lumber needed, with the re-
sult that many repairs are often
neglected to the point that fences
and buildings have to be replac-
ed entirely, when a few plank or
posts would have made them
useful for many years. The war
is taking a tremendous amount
of lumber and in many sections
what few good walnut and oaks
that were left are being sold and
taken away.
Everyone knows that it takes
years to grow good big trees, but
unless we make a beginning to
replace our timber we will never
have it again. On account of this
condition, farmers and property
owners everywhere are urged to
plant large numbers of trees.
Fortunately, Kentucky has a
soil and climate adapted to the
growing of many of the very
best kinds of trees, and in many
sections it will be possible to
find these young trees along the
fence rows and streams. When
this is the case, all that is nec-
essary is to transplant them to
more favorable locations so that
all the cost involved is the labor
of transplanting.
A partial list of trees that are
excellent for both lumber and
shade would include Red Oak,
White Oak, Sweet Gum, Tulip
or Yellow Poplar, Sugar Maple,
White Ash, Black Walnut, Black
Locust, Linden, Hickory, White
Elm, Black Gum, Seyamore, Red
Maple and Black Oak. These are
all native to Kentucky and, while
;.here are others that might be
mentioned, the trees in this list
will satilay most demands.
National Honors
For Kentuckians
Di.. W. W. Dimock, head of
the Depai anent oi Animal Path-
ology at the University of Ken-
tucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, was recently made presi-
dent of the American Veterinary
Medical Association. At the same
time ,Dr. Philip R. Edwards, an
associate of Dr. Dimock at the
Experiment Station, was made
an honorary member of the asso-
ciation. Both men are inter-
nationally known for their in-
vestigations of livestock diseases.
Because of their use both for
food and oil, peanuts are being










67a4 Each la School e0,1240kle4
Is your budget upset with 
"Back to School" and other fall
expenses? Do you have summer 
bills that schould be paid?
Do you need cash for cool, clothing, 
insurance, medical or
dental attention, taxes or othe
r purposes? If so, come in,
'phone or write today.
2000 PCd4t 6;04 Mei.t 40d /0001411
06'/l market St. l'hone Maurice French
Princeton, Ky. 470 Manager
YOU CA
nterz a e mance




She Felt Like A Nervous
Wreck And Many Days
Hardly Had Strength
Enough To Cook A Meal,
She States. Retonga
Brought Prompt Relief. •
Hundreds of well known men
and women, in a sincere desire
to help others suffering as they
did, are coming forward to tell
how Retonga relieved them of
harassing symptoms due to in-
sufficient flow of gastric juices
in the stomach, the toxic wastes
of constipation, and need of Vita-
min. B-1 for digestion, nerves,
and strength. For instance, Mrs.
George W. Glass, 1120 Brecken-
ridge St., Owensboro, Ky., a life-
long and well known resident,
gratefully states:
"I was afraid to eat a bite of
solid food, and even soft foods
tortured me with gas pains and
bloating that sometimes was so
severe I felt like I couldn't get
my breath. I was forced to take
a strong laxative nearly every
day, and for a year or more I
hardly knew what a good night's
sleep was like. I felt like a
nervous wreck, and many days
I hardly had strength enough
to cook a meal.
"I was afraid to eat a bite of
solid food, and even soft foods
tortured me with gas pains and
bloating that sometimes was so
severe I felt like I couldn't get
my breath. I was forced to take
a strong laxative nearly every
day, and for a year or more I
hardly knew what a good night's
sleep was like. I felt. like a
nervous wreck, and many days
I hardly had strength enough to
cook a meal.
"Retonga gave me more relief
than anything I ever tried. I eat,
sleep, and feel so much better
and stronger that I wish I
could tell everyone suffering as
I did about Retonga."
Thousands praise Retonga. Ac-
cept no substitute. Retonga may




Less than a year ago her picture 
was in
nearly every newspaper and on 
nearly
every theater screen in America. She
 was
"Miss America 1941." She really had 
na-
tional publicity, but it was not continued
.
People have short memories. If you 
don't
advertise, if you don't tell people abou
t
your business continually, they forget you
.
Regular advertising in The Leader helps
your business now and preserves your nam
e
and merchandising methods for the day
when consumer goods will not be rationed,
the day when war ends and people again
take up the normal activities of life.
Only The Elephant Never Forgets--
All Your Best Customers Do!






Calling For Aid From
Home Front
Princeton women, working for
the Red Cross in the Masonic
Building on Market street, have
completed 1,898 surgical dress-
ing sponges to be used in war
hospitals all over the Allied
world. Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, pro-
ject chairman, said Wednesday.
Women are working on a present
quota of 7,200 sponges and are
expecting a shipment of gauze
that will make 9,000 more, all
which should be completed by
October 1, Mrs. Rosenthal said.
Mrs. Rosenthal said as surgic-
al dressings are badly needed on
every war front, to give wound-
ed fighting men treatment they
need, it is every Princeton wo-
man's duty to help with the
weric. She. urges more yolun;
teers.
The following women have
helped so far: Mesdames Allison
Akin, W. D. Armstrong, A. G.
Butler, L. M. Caldwell, Macie
Cartwright, Tom Cash, Hugh
Cherry, C. S. Collier, Carl Cun-
ningham, Martha Downing, H.
S. Eblen. M. P. Eldred, Glenn
Farmer, C. E. Gaddie, H. A.
Goodwin, C. A. Griffin, George
Harralson, W. C. Haydon, Elmer
Hoffins, Everett Howton, H. M.
Johnson, Brad Lacy, J. B. Lest-
er, F. T. Linton, Alma Miller,
•Orbie Mitchell, A. B. Moss,
James McCaslin, T. W. McCon-
nell, Iley McGough, John Mc-
Lin, S. J. Lowry, A. C. Nuckols,
G. M. Pedley, Duke Pettit, Fred
Pickering, Richard Ratliff, Jim
Seely, T. J. Simmons, J. J.
Rosenthal, Shell Smith, W. C.
Sparks, J. L. Stegar, J. D
Stephens, Rumsey Taylor, J. L.
'Walker, Roy Williams, Frank
Wood and John E. Young; Misses
Marjorie Amos, Allie Butler,
Mary linen Collier,. Katherine
Cummins, Mary Wilson Eldred,
Mary Nell Farmer, Virginia
Gum Loss Irks Gals More
Than Sugar, Tire Sacrifices
Princeton's young girls, who
make their livings pounding
typewriters in offices or selling
everything from candy bars to
fur coats in Main street's de-
partment stores, took tire and
sugar rationing with a toss of
their permanent waves — but
frowned when Uncle Sam grab-
bed their chewing gum.
Popular gum has been scarce
for a long time but only recent-
ly did the situation become acute
enough to convince the girls
Sherman knew what he was
talking about.
Monday morning Princeton
had three packages of gum for
sale and the nearest place where
more could be obtained was
Hopkinsville. Most of the girls
agreed to forget their loss when
they remembered sacrifices may
bring the boys back quicker but
all thought gumless days pretty
dreary. A necessary ingredient
of chewing gum is vital to the
war industry.
Mabel Johnston and Evelyn
'Wetf are . ' -department
stenoes, said doing without gum
is like having the measles the
night of a big dance. Memory of
a sweet, juicy stick lingers,
they said, to jangle nerves when
its no use to go to the store
again.
Mrs. Joby Loftus, generally
looked on as chief courthouse
chewer, sadly shook her head
and said, "I can do without it
but its like losing my best
friend." Her two office comrades,
Margaret June Childress and
Emma Gloria Glass, also took
the gum disappearance, with sor-
row but agreed their boy
friends in the Army help dim
the sacrifice.
Virginia Wylie, at a K. U.
desk is the envy of all the
lassies because she had foresight
to stock up on gum. But she
hasn't yet figgered out what to
do when her supply is either
chewed or swiped by Utility Em-
ployes Trice Yates, L. D. Pick-
ens, Bobby Of fit and Wheeler
Hawkins.
Others who mourned loss of
chewing gum were Mrs. L. D.
Pickens, Maietta Jacobs and
Margaret June Strong,
namers, and about a
others on both sides
street.
• -Celeste Yates, Wood Drug'
Company, and Ernestine Tatum,
at Hollowell's, said scores of
hopeful misses were still calling
daily for gum. Other dealers
told of disappointed would-be-
buyers but could offer no hope






(Continued from Page One)
ago.
Ladd's Barber Shop on Main
street, a former three chair af-
fair, now has . two . working.
Brown's Shop at the Henrietta
lost its barbers recently and Mr.
Brown is keeping things going
alone. West Side Shop with
three chairs has one Barber
left and Sharp's Shop on Main
street, that once kept four chairs
Hodge, Virginia McCaslin, Berdie
Nichols, Myrtle Nichols, Annie
Pruett, Jeanne Carolyn Ratliff,
Nancy Scrugham, Elizabeth
Sholor, Marguerite Sholor, Susan-




Printzess and Betty Rose
toom
THERE'S no crying over spilt milk where these
grand coats are concerned . . . for that's what
their fabric is made of! New long wearing coats
with fluid lines, in classic styles, and an unlimit-
ed, satisfying life ahead.
Sula'S; Eliza Nall
operating, has two workmen re-
maining.
Ideal Barber Shop, operated
by Arnold Stallins on Market
street, is the only shop in town
not affected. Its two members
have remained faithful since it
opened about a year ago.
The haircutting picture looks
dark and some' local locks may
get rather unkept this winter.
But it can all be solved if some
brave male invades Princeton's
numerous Beauty Shops operated
by women and paves the way
for the general man-public . . .
then keeps the WAAC fever
from getting to them.
September Draft
(Continued from Pogo One)
Burnett Pilaut, Harvey Clinton
Rogers, Brooks Starr, James Ed-
ward Gorham, Ralph Clark
Morse, Kenneth Walker Sheri-
dan, Louis Clinton Cooper, Henry
McKinney Maso n, Woodrow
James Jones, Raymond Lee Mc-
Gregor, J. B. Pidcock, Marshall
Johnson Guilt, Virgie Mitchell
Sullivan, Bert Mitchell Herring-
ton, Homer Haddon Piercy, Nor-
man Russell Woodall, James
Harvey Lax, Robert Johnny
Boyd, George Alonzo Lowey,
Fred Long Smith, Wylie Jones,
Marion Earl Cartwright, William
Glenn Strong, James Thomas
Hearod, Hiawatha Hardin Ray,
Oscar Lee Marshall, Delbert
Clinton Rogers, Arthur Moodie
Oliver, William Wayne Cooper,
Elbert Willis Egbert, Fred Baker,
Thomas Casper Pryor, Robert
Cordle Boaz, Marvin Montrose
Cummins, Charles Edmond Flet-
cher, Clyde Dearing, Thomas El-
wood Hughes, Ray Green, Roy
Green, Charles Leland Jones, L.
J. Hogan, James Carter Lamb,
James Huel Piercy, Richard Or-
ville Woods, Francis Clyde
Chandler, Melvin Duard Scott,
Richard Douglas Green, Ray-
mond Sidney Oliver, Joseph
Morse Weeks, Arnold Wenfred
Litchfield, Gresham Pettit, Ray-
mond Edwin Jeffreys, Thomas
Menchaca and Howard Lee
Cash, white, and Everett
Blakley, Ulas Lee Groom, Will-
Methodists Will
Attend Meeting
Rev. E. S. Denton, Dr. and
Mrs. W. L. Cash and several
others from Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church are expected
to attend the Annual District
Methodist Conference, which in-
cludes churches in about half
the State, September 23-27, at
Madisonville.
Doctor Cash is official dele-
gate from the church. He and
the Rev. Mr. Denton expect to
attend the entire conference.
Others probably will limit their
attendance to closing day, Sun-
day.
The conference program will
include reports, addresses and
appointments of pastors in the
district for next year. Bishop
U. V. D. Darlington will preside.
CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED immediately at The
Leader office, clean cotton
rags. Will take up to 10 pounds
if delivered Thursday, Friday
or Saturday of this week, pay-
, ing 10 .cents, a pound if clean.,
LOST: Spectacles in black case
(embossed with silver). Re-
ward. Return to Mrs. Salem
Jones. Phone 401 ltp
FOR SALE: Small living room
suite with davenport and chair
including slip covers. Tel. 510.
ltp
FOR SALE: 1 Registered Jersey
Male, age 7 month, 1 good
Hereford male, age 7 month.
Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Phone 161. it
WANTED: To buy a second-hand
girl's bicycle. Mary Wilson El-
dred. It
FOR HENT: Modern 5-room
house, basement, furnace heat.
Apply, Clyde Hardrick, 318
Cadiz St. ltp
FOR SALE: Girl's bicycle in
good condition at Clyde Hard-
rick's, 318 Cadiz St. ltp
FOR RENT: Five room house
with hot water connections and
bath. Located on concrete side-
walk and street, one block
from high school. 608 Locust
street. Apply to 411 N. Jeffer-
son. tf
WANTED: Reliable man as Raw-
leigh Dealer in Caldwell coun-
ty. Selling experience unneces-
sary to start. Everything furn-
ished except car. Splendid op-
portunity to step into a perm-
anent and profitable business
where Rawleigh Products have
been well introduced. Good
profits for a hustler. For par-
ticulars write Rawleigh's, Dept.
KYI-215-160A, Freeport, Ill. or
see Claud M. Young, Kuttawa,
Ky. 3tp
WANTED: Man to sand blast
and erect monuments. F. J.
Scholz & Son, Inc., Evansville,
Ind. 3tc
FOR SALE: Choice registered
yearling Southdown rams,
raised by J. M. Dean, Marion.
Deanhill Farm, Phone 42-J,
Fredonia exchange. tf
FOR SALE: 1 house trailer, good
tires, would make good lunch
wagon; 1 1935 model Ply-
mouth coach, fair tires, also
stoves, furniture and clothing
of all kinds. J. F. Morgan. tf
FOR RENT: Three-room apart-
ment, hot water, heat, gas
refrigerator, at 427 E. Market.
Phone 38. 3c
jam Blakley, Ellis Elias Harmon,
Smith Hogan, Elie Newson, Sloss
William Powell, Charles Mar-
shall Lee, Gale Hollowell, George
Samuel Smith, Marshall Calvert
and John Wesley George, color-
ed.
Rufus Boaz is first on the
list He became No. 1 when Joe
Calloway, first in the draft,
joined the Navy before his num-
ber caught up with him.
Jar the lap with Junk
Wanted!
DEAD STOCK
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.
We Pay All Phone Charges
Phone 423 Princeton, Ky.
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
FESTIVAL OFFICERS Men Examined ForBUY $1900 WORTH OF
WAR SAVINGS BONDS October DraftMerl Drain, president, and Dr.
C. F. Engelhardt, managing di-
rector of the Princeton Tobacco
Festival Corporation, Tuesday
purchased $1,900 worth (maturi-
ty value) of war bonds from the
First National Bank. The board








has begun operation under a
new set of regulations, Chief
Everett Jones said at Monday
night's meeting of the City
Council. The new regulations are
simple, he said, but if followed
will improve the department
considerably.
The chief gave the following
rules. for policemen: Keep olean
and look decent; when an ar-
reit is made, do it with a smile
if possible; policemen should
conduct themselves so that no
one will have their hands tied;
when all are on duty,' one must
stay at the police office, and
use police car for business only.
Princeton's policemen are Bill
Milstead, Kirby Thomas, Paul
Morgan, Jim Copeland and Chief
Jones.
Mayor Cash reported receipt of
$100 from the estate of the late
Charles Pepper, Sr., fot main-
tenance of the Pepper lot in
Cedar Hill Cemetery. Resigna-
tion of A. M. Dearing, fireman
for several years, who went to
the army this month was read.
A petition asking for con-
struction of sidewalks on east
Main street was received and
filed in regular order. The im-
provement is to be made in co-
operation with WPA. Council
men Jones, Hammonds, Morgan,
Blackburn and Lacey with
Dr. Cash presiding, attended.




Caldwell county Selective Ser-
vice officials notified 39 men to
appear for preliminary Army ex-
aminations September 16 and
18, it was announced today.
Those called September 16
are: James Marvin Darnell, Rob-
ert Tinsley, James Harold Brown,
Robert Haydon Hollowell, Henry
Gayle Hollowell, Charles Hughes
Lawrence, Addie Lee Cheatham,
Dan C. Wilson, Thomas Orchard
Alexander Hillman, Clint Patter-
son, Julius Evans Buckner, Ray-
mond Andrew Chambliss, James
Walker Peters, Buell Donelson,
John Mahan, Roy Edward Jack-
son, James Cecil Haile and Mel-
vin Pat Tyrie.
Those notified to appear Sep-
tember 18 are: Dudley Chase
Smith, Elsworth Sons, Marion
Burney Carr, Garnel Pidcock,
General Preshing Lawrence,
John, Laceon, Watson, Eugene
Cooper, Fred Allen Talley, Rob-
ert Fulton Boaz, Maurice William
Watson, Robert Owen Wither-
spoon, Joseph Marc Blackburn,
FOR SALE!..
(Private)
150 Head Extra Good Light-
weight Hereford Texas Steers
and Heifers
Can be Seen at Mrs. J. R.
Kevil's barn on Cadiz Road
1-2 mile from Princeton.
Cattle will be on Sale Monday























Five truck loads for immediate use, Grimes Golden and
Eat them, cook them, make jelly, preserves or apple butter.
them arid enjoy them while they last 
Stay men win
Very low price.
  10 pounds
Sugar Wafers Cinderella lb. 19





LITE FLAKE FLOUR the













WOODBURY'S FACIAL SOAP 1 Cent Sale



















to serve in Caldwell's. . •
at the Novemter
election were appointed
at a meeting of the
election commissioners,
rry, Floyd Young and
Mitchell Clift.
oners named four to
net as usual. They will
duty at their respect-


















PAPER ueaner Cleveland co'
Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats—More for your money all t he
RED FRONT




per, Mrs. Flora Bell
Vernon Nichols;
No. 2, Mrs. Linnie
Gordon Bright, Mrs.
Jones and Marshall
Princeton No. 3, Mrs.
Glass, J. L. Tyrie, S. J.
and Mrs. J. E. Eison;
4 Edwin Lamb, John




Hanks; Princeton No. 6,




Young and E. G. Hill-
mceton 8, Lena Clift,




e Morse; Princeton No.
Morse, Herman Oliver,
Robinson and Mrs. S. 0.


























r Russell Smith, son
late James Urey "Did"
formerly of Princeton,
Mr. Smith was a partner
n Hollowell in the drug
topped 80 young lawy-
0 passed the State bar
June, it was announced
Sylvester Smith took
honors ever awarded at
versity of Louisville law
ther of the recent honor
. J. U. Jr., ranked first
law class at U. of L., 3
0 and then took first
m the bar examination.
how an attorney for the
Company, Louisville.
Smith brothers are ne-
st Shell R. Smith, presi-f the Farmers Nationaland Mrs. Mayme S. Gar-
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